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Elaine Equi

In Black and White
X-ray of a day’s
bones and teeth.
Blonde flowers,
black water,
shadows at play.
Hot jazz and cool jazz.
Dominoes and dice.
Spades and clubs,
but not diamonds or hearts
unless grey diamonds, grey hearts.
The inner silver being
that likes wandering
the inside-out underworld
of B movies,
and silent movies,
their quiet sister.
There is nothing so clean
and polished
or dirty as black and white.
Typography of the logos.
Original sin.
The Garden of Eden
was black and white,
the color added later.
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Royal Feathers
Rakish pheasants
reeking of autumn.
*
Snowy
Pegasus
preening.
*
The owl
of Minerva’s
speckled coat.
*
Raphael’s resplendent
green-gilded
wave of wing.
*
Flannery O’Connor’s
slow and lazy-eyed
peacock fan.
*
Garish showgirls
choked by
ostrich boas.
*
Sharp Shakespearean
sonnet-spewing quills.
*
Hawkish Apache’s
beaded eagle crest.
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Joanne Kyger

Another Wonderfully Awful Birthday
Has Passed
Another wonderfully awful birthday has passed.
“Night raids and drone attacks” will remain
part of any forthcoming celebration.
—Petraeus on the permanent guest list.
Presents will consist of military planes for Israel
to sweeten a deal
to delay building illegal units for 90 days.
Now the day is practically over at 3pm.
Soggy potatoes in the chowder.
Bodhidharma travels from India to China in 475 AD
& becomes the 28th ancestral teacher after Buddha
“You have an inconsistent, shallow, arrogant and conceited mind
with little insight and few resources.”
Therefore you are incapable
of carrying out any kind of practice
necessary for truth or peace of mind.
Not 5 thousand or 15 thousand but 60 thousand barrels of oil
flowing unimpeded into the Gulf water
for a leak that can’t be fixed.
Notice how subtly one can control the flow of the narrative.
So aware of this moment’s almost cold wind.
Dogen Gigen 1200-1253 plants Soto Zen in Japan.
Hayao Miyazaki produces “My Neighbor Totoro” in 1988
Nature returns to a flow

November 22, 2010
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Overcast with the SF Chronicle
Reading the Date Book, the funnies
Sinking feeling.
Is it a tooth?
The echoing body
approaching the dark night of the year
like a movie thriller.
Nix on one columnist, let’s try another—
For the sake of privacy from Wiki leaks
diplomats will get off the internet
says Jon Carroll
and meet in large parks,
		
like Yosemite.

Can you remember last night’s social situation?—
so worthlessly demandingly and urgent

		

		

In Austria they loathe the death sentence.
They don’t want a Schwartznegger museum—
he put Tookie Williams to death in California.
Early twilight gets here so quickly

“This is my original, constant, and true self”
upon seeing the morning star
on the 8th day of December
			
from here you begin

December 13, 2010
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Active
As active
as an over-active imagination
—that’s the wind
you’re hearing now
This reflection is meant to be
refined by the simplest reduction
led by the voice of winter wind
reviewing history terribly old
A story is told in a single breath
so easy to remember
it blows right through you

December 29, 2010
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Shanna Compton

Big Pink Trees
It’s too bad about your short season,
but we’ll take what we can get—
a few unusually warm weeks in April
under pale hued cloudless sky.
The buffed-up tributaries off the canal
laugh to see you primping there
in their gawkward mirrors,
readying yourselves like parade floats.
If only Dr. Seuss could see you now,
buoyant and bouffant,
perfumed up the wazoo,
saying things like “Darling,
I’m aching to fruit for you.”
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Planets Are Pretty Big
Some theories suggest
our iron cores attracted and merged
beneath the sunset stripes
of a reducing atmosphere.
Formed a system of two
(coincidentally, obliquely met,
eclipses total)
eliminating wobble.
Planets are pretty big.
They don’t blow up instantly.
Vapor squirts out,
escaping under pressure.
We utterly depend
on our partner in space,
odd bald rock,
fond old cliché.
What you’re seeing now,
gauzy with particulars and reflected light,
we consumed together eons ago.
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Vincent Katz

The Chauffeur House
It affords one a great degree of visibility,
In the sense one can see far,
But the view is from where the horses rested,
The animal got the better shake.
On a walk, I am grateful to the visual artists,
Who cause me to recognize forms in my surroundings,
And to the trees that continue to live despite
Civilization’s diminishment, stones that seem
Like sculpture, always fragmented now, that seem
Like meals and beers to be savored or at least had.
I have a feeling I’ll be back here before long and
Thus haven’t the need to rush downtown, where
Paintings and elephants inhabit squared domains,
Up like boxes on stilts or crazy quilts gone
Gargantuan, like empty lofts full of steam,
Spaghetti and fish in winter with new friends.
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James Schuyler in his room at the Chelsea Hotel, 1985
Photo by Chris Felver
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James Schuyler

Blue windows
dawn blue, on West
Twenty-third Street:
across and downtown
in a room (apartment
twelve) on East Third
Babe (that’s Tom)
sleeps, his blonde
curls crushed into
the pillow I gave
him (house warming
gift). Perhaps his
sleeping hand grips
a hard-on? Or perhaps
not. Who knows? Soon
he will arise and
piss (in the sink,
I bet: Muriel Spark
says all bachelors
do) and bathe his
milk white muscular
corpo and dress and
go to work. But look
at him sleeping
there! Is it not
a lovely sight?
Good morning, Babe.

November 7, 1984
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Dear Morris
for Morris Golde

It’s a good many nautical miles
ago that we met on the ferry
that plied the summer sea, NapoliPorto d’Ischia. Going to or
from, I wonder? I opt for from:
you, with a better memory, could
set the record straight. But, before
that, I saw you once on the F train
and knew that this is Morris Golde:
Bernie Oshei had pointed you out
in a bar. Bernie had said that it
embarrassed him to go walking with
you: you always jumped up and
smacked the apartment house canopies:
like shooting a basket, no doubt.
Then there were your marvelous
parties: everybody was there, it
seemed, even baby Katharine Koch. “You
brought baby,” I said. “Well,”
said Janice, “I certainly wasn’t
going to miss one of Morris’s parties!”
No, who would if he could help it?
And D.D. Ryan said you looked around
at your guests and said, “It bounces!”
D.D. thought we should embroider that on
a cushion for you (at which suggestion
Kenward looked stony: no embroiderer he).
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And there were some magical nights.
Dear, dear Morris: such a time! Since
the summer of ’48? Good grief, Morris!

February 27, 1985
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Tom and Darragh and Oriane and I
three guys and a gal
“naked from the”
neck up
in this
in this
in this
leafiness
And boy is it hot!
Ninety at least.
Now Tom is down the road
where there’s a beach
and Darragh is
exchanging
a white wicker table
for
a white wicker table
and Oriane is
upsy-daisy in a blue armchair
and I wish I
didn’t have neuritis.
“I say it’s spinach and
I say to hell with it.”
Blue and golden still
afternoon
of a July day
when the evening primroses bloom
and bloom
and the pond meditates
on its navel
and the big lime tree

21

shudders sluggishly:
what would it look like
all covered in snow?
Not the same.
Not the same.
Hope Tom remembered
the sun lotion.

July 19, 1985
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Sunday and it’s
going to be another scorcher:
the leaves already
look fâché
and a bit fade.
How well I slept!
As I said elsewhere,
“Good old country air!
You can’t beat it.”
Not even eight o’clock
and the sky is white
with heat: the tropics
have called to me.
I peeked into Tom’s room
and he was sleeping
under a sheet and
slowly stroking himself:
yes, there. O me O my.
And a breeze, a little breeze
springs up, as though
a promise of a cooler,
more endurable, more—
more
more
		
more
and the implacable summer
over-dressed in green velour.

July 21, 1985
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In the Nut Tree’s Shade
But if there are any nuts
I’m damned if I
can see them. Butternuts
I think they are, or
would be if they were there:
the lanceolate leaves and
the brief trunk
soon dividing into more trunks
and branch into branch
are reward enough.
White Adirondack chairs
(I’m in one)
an unpainted shingle house
white trim
and privet, lots
of privet: you
always get privet
on Long Island.
Through a rift of leaves
I see two joggers:
the latest drop-dead craze.
Darragh is painting,
Tom is at the beach
sun-bathing (you
won’t turn into a
beach bum, will you
Tom?) and
I am writing and reading
The Diary of a Nobody:
I wonder how the Grossmiths

24

came to name George’s
brother Weedon? “I know:
we’ll call him Weedon.”
I could read about the Pooters
forever, but
right now I guess
what I really want
is iced coffee.
T.S. Eliot used to think
each poem was the last.
What if it turned out
this is mine? Some
swan song.

N.B. Actually, it turned out there were nuts on the butternut tree.

July 21, 1985
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All I ever wanted
was to sit under a tree, reading
and now and then scribbling
in a notebook: I recently achieved
this unlikely goal at
Darragh’s where, accompanied
by Tom (who he? you’ll
find out) I sat and wrote
“In the Nut Tree’s Shade.”
How great? You’ll find out.
Now I am condemned to live
in a luxurious pad
surrounded by stacks
of LP’s: current fave:
Duke Ellington’s “Will Big
Bands Ever Come Back?” I
hope not (unless the Duke,
in person, will come
back from the grave and
lead said band. Likely
story).
And what is this meaningless drivel all about?
What is wrong with
drivel? Everything, that’s
all, Mary. No, I
prefer not to wind up
like Hölderlin making
attractive objects out of
wood: more like John Clare
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implacably writing his
“Shepherd’s Calendar”
only here, in
my own pad with the authentic
F. Porter’s, its Brainard’s
etc.

Tuesday, September 1985
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Distress
I am distressed:
nonsense complexities
of life: I want
flowers always
marigolds (two
dollars worth)
are on that table:
the bitter acid
of crushed leaves.
And they die:
can I afford
a single rose,
more Peggy Lee,
Brook Benton,
the Duke, I
want all their
discs, not
one or two:
I want the one
for which I
fruitlessly
seek: a piano
sort of blues
slow marked
a rhythm varying
but never brisk
no sudden moves
the music to
which I write
my poems, songs
that sing to me
on my stereo
and to which I
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live and write.
I am in love
with life.

midnight
first day of fall
1985
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Tuscany
Darling boy why
do I see you so
rarely, why is
it always I who
call, you who
only visit on
Sunday, only
stay so briefly
except when guys
named
Bill or Phil
are here: then
you stay longer
Sunday last
it seemed much
longer or when
in the country
we stay together
I see much
more of you it
seems: am I
jealous
because you
will visit
Tuscany no
I’ve lived there
would I visit
Venice without
you? Better believe
it
When you are
there in Tuscany
do not miss
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San Giminiagno
with its fabulous
towers buy a
guide book not
now but now and
don’t miss Siena
where you can
stare a lot and
see the Duccios
lots of them in
the Museo buy
not now but now
a guide book
and proceed slowly
to
memorize it!
Learn
enough Italian
to order a meal
book a room you
are not quite
ready to read
Dante who like
me used to live
in stony-hearted
Florence where you
will visit San
Marco to view
frescos by you
know who: notice
the lily that
is always there
in an
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annunciation and
how to pronounce
Brunelleschi and
his dome and his
Pitti Palace of
brutal stone with
paintings within it
and famed Boboli
gardens outdoors
and the Uffizi
more paintings far
famed Primavera
read, if you feel
like it, Vasari (hunh?)
or Room with a
View after you
get back also begins in Florence
and when you sip
tea, not Cinzano
at the cafe at
Piazzale Michaelangelo
while trio may
play Wein, Wein
as they did in my
ho-ho day before
you were born
shudder and notice
one cypress a
nightingale sang
one night outside my window on
Steep Dog Street

32

and thought “Can
it be . . .?” It
was a shrill
melodious telephone endlessly
ringing just as my
love for you
goes on forever

Tuesday, September 17, 1985
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Rainy Night in Georgia
On the jacket of BROOK BENTON
TODAY there’s attached
a song title the kind
that means buy latest hit
song RAINY NIGHT IN GEORGIA
a song to which you gave unending fame merely because
you sang it and it’s over
now, your voice
moonlight on snow
and here comes a religious
one “I’ve lived a life
that’s over” your face—
the full study—
a black and tan fantasy
look, Mr Perfection, I
merely own three of your
discs but that’s gonna
change
which do I like best,
the very best good
grief maybe on Storyteller the one you know
Big Mable owns a bar
and her man—a name
like Shorty—gets drunk
Saturday night and winds
up with “two black eyes”
then is beaten to death
and Big Mable goes on
rinsing glasses pouring
drinks and one night

34

down by the river Mr
Killer Bee gets his oh
yes Big Mable is big
and strong and nobody
gives a damn about that
(Vengeance is mine, saith
the Lord) so the tune
is in a rhythm that suits
your creamy baritone
and in her backwoods bar
Big Mable is busy serving
drinks of who knows what
white lightning? Boiler
makers I doubt it
and that song is over
and you, your voice
sunlight on satin, Mr
Ultimate Soul for me
at least are singing/
saying “I
can’t keep my eyes off
of you” me too, Brook

September 19, 1985
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Brook Benton

36

I do not want to hear
the news: and yet
I do: “elderly Jewish
couple murdered in
(what else?) cold blood
by Terrorists . . .”
Blossoms of the
finest race! Meantime
at my desk
a mirror
shows my aging face,
photos un-neatly
parade: Kenward, Joe,
Tom (faint smile,
disheveled hair)
and
the gray, gray, gray
Mystery Dog: a white
(not all that white
in its gray surround)
sort of spitz
beneath what
is no doubt a
tree with entertaining leaves
Sweet Jesus! am
I guilty of this
heinous crime? No
way: murdered at sea,
buried, I trust,

37

in same: members
of the persecuted, finest race

Wednesday, October 9, 1985
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Chester Kallman
with a cooking utensil in hand
and on the phonograph a pirated
recording of Fidelio, Flagstad
and Bruno Walter. What a cast,
what a great recording, “Chester
knows about opera,” Wystan
chided Brian Howard at a Capri
band performance of Verdi
overtures. He did indeed, his
libretti and translations of
libretti proved it. But why, so
gifted, was he so death oriented?
The plain clothes cop and dangerous
rough trade, the endless drinking,
drinking, drinking down the sunless
path to Lethe. And he was so
funny, so deft with a joke or
anecdote. His quick impersonations.
Wystan said, “Chester wants to
be the only homosexual in the
world.” He did, it was true; not
that he succeeded. Always laying
down the law, “No one can go to
bed with Boatman.” His friends
did much as they pleased and
he was angry and alienated. After
dinner once (we were stepping
out) he hid the carving knife.
“Men are such boys,” he said.
My tears are not from sorrow,
though a dear friend he was,
tears for a wasted life.
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On the Deck
Evening
sun won’t
go down: flat,
moon full,
a dime,
a nickel,
colorless
blazer button
sends beams
outside Grauman’s Chinese
cloud opening:
shrub clump
leaves
sizzle
light
June green: what
Cornus
might you be,
		
chum?
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James Cihlar

Light and Dark
The city’s neon shines on everything,
the factory, the rooms to let, the cavernous dive.
Mirrors on the dancehall girls’ top hats
reflect off the men’s faces,
the way pain flashes through parts of the body
randomly, and what is flat becomes deep,
a sense of vertigo. This is prewar, inky black
around the frame, cigarette smoke revealed unfurling
like a poltergeist in the sweeping spotlight,
the dancer’s placid face filling center frame,
or daylight pooling like phosphorescence
on Maureen O’Hara’s hat brim
in the grim canyon of boarding houses,
the castles of Central Park rising
at the end of the street, doors opening and closing:
the pageant in the closet, the hero in the elevator,
the dime in the gutter, the music of rain.
When Tiger Lily White twirls her furs and chiffons
on stage before the black suits, the whole world is ugly.
The flash of the camera bulb at Café Ferdinand
dissects the film into pieces, like amputated limbs.
The city watches out for us, silver skyscrapers
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soft at the edges like feathers,
the evening star above the Brooklyn Bridge.
Talent is a stooge for greed.
Dancing means everything to me.

42

Todd McCarty

Fall for You
Here—let’s string a little gray
in the background. Next, a maple
and walnut tree tossed on the grass.
At the base of one of them, a little
black Schnauzer sniffing around.
A gust or two to shove the leaves
all over. Just a touch of rain.
Now, I want you right here with
your pink umbrella like a tulip
turned inside out. That’s good enough
isn’t it?
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Window with Exposed Girders
It’s ok to say “Hi” and raise your hand. They’ll offer no advice once the goggles are
secured. The olive-colored cocktail dress embodied the suffering of her twentyfifth year. Your host may offer little slaps or pats; take this as a friendly gesture.
Don’t whistle indoors; it brings bad luck or financial loss. It was then the
sanitation worker noticed the pinkie finger on the pavement. Continuing east
from the main hall you come to something unusual. It will be long and telling. In
a group, make eye contact with everyone individually.
Skydiving toward the rehab spa and she’s texting her agent about book deals. At
first we thought it was ourselves that created such beauty. White walls, blond
wooden floor, six columns of track lighting run the length of the room.
Here, you are aware of the space itself. Where time is registered as a building trill.
The window begins to act like a painting. Cheap mascara gives the right effect. If
you see a bottle floating in a squat toilet, leave it alone. It’s there for a good reason.
Chewing gum is illegal and you’re not allowed to bring it into the country. Only
the deepening song. Torn at the intersection of yoga and silicone, she smiled and
staggered in the flashing lights. Avoid anything labeled with a D.
Usually museums are about the occupied space. Such an attempt it was re-dining
your life. Expect to be offered seconds. A long pause in a conversation is not
a sign of discomfort. What’s left now speaks little of what you were. Do not
complicate things by gripping the elbow.
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Nick Twemlow

Double Rainbow
1. Deep-fried touching moment
Behold! Single stygian stag,
Thoracic & sour.
The hell visited upon this region
Lingers under this hour,
Trawling the sentimental cloven.
Let the thrush thrush
Through you! Fine garments woven
Intestine, the sentimental cushion.
Amber light, I am listening
For this eternal ringing
The echo spores,
It is singing.
Begging for clarity, my hoof cleaves
The lice-pocked lesions.
*
Lice-pocked lesions filth the opera,
Nested teenage cancers
Swell to bursting. Open yourself to chakras
Fly apart, reassemble as the answer
This query, etched in cobalt:
What were you thinking
Of your neighbor’s aimless, ribald
Dream of rimming
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His car, tricked out lifestyle
Rich & obsequious
And yet tuned-in to high-style
So polite, enormous
Oblique, a mess of particles
Flowers into canticles.
*
Your cantilevered flower
Resides in the never ending buzz
Collides a mushroom, however
Long you take sculpting these hours
Into oblivion,
Which has a gamey taste
So you fuck the quotidian
Help as often as you can raise
Flag on a toy ship, nonplussed
You measure your cock
In concentric circles, plus
The time it takes her to defrock
Behind the curtains, all hope threshed
& Red Sea & cleansed flesh.
*
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Red Sea, clean flush, forward aft.
All hope bended
Certain élan to shaft
Stroked in sunlight, as if ended
In glass skull resin: eat
Me, Anorexia, my deepFried fingers, my meaty
Lexus in the garage weeps
The flown plane, Siberia
Dead bear, Malkovich,
In high-style & delirious,
Fucked Provence;
The workers touched each other cheaply,
Inappropriately & deeply.
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Melissa Broder

Mamala
We need more retired jezebels like Mamala.
A floozy with a heart of gold is as titian
as her rouge, but Mamala’s wound is soldered now
she unwenched herself.
When Mamala went vestal the peppermint wires
of 1000 moustaches frowned, cigars of Cuba
unlit themselves, a cowboy in Texarkana
ceased sweat forever.
It was a terrible year for the garter market
but Mamala had blood on her legs, Mamala’s teeth
were on the headboard, Mamala had to do what’s right
for Mamala.
You must eat Mamala’s heart pastrami and grow fat
inside her beaded apartment. She will speak of she
in third person and you will feel a love like ketchup.
Please model her please.
There appears a hinge in every young woman’s life
when ponies fly out of her soul, her tongue catches fire,
a wet corsage falls from the ceiling. Your ponytail
will not protect you.
Mamala will protect you, Mamala will be there
with a licorice muzzle and bridle on your tongue
and she will sing every harlot aria for you
in the key of you.
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Ciao Manhattan
All day long my skull
That horsey gulper
Goes braying after sherbets
Busts up ventricles
Trashes valves
But pauses somehow
Hinge open
The day falls off its reins
My brassiere goes unhooked
God walks in
And says I’m back baby
What now
We smile at each other
Go horseless and headless
It is so god
When the voice is like wheat
Spooned wheat
In whole milk
Come closer it says
You cute little fucker
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Good old god
What a hoofer
Ran with Edie Sedgwick
Underneath her leopard coat
She said I love you god
God said I love you Edie
And she ate that wheat
In whole milk
Went smokeless and ginless
A dazzling year
Then she turned to wheat
Deliver me to wheat
Relieve me of my teeth
God loves my hair.
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Aaron Smith

What It Feels Like to be Aaron Smith
Though you would never admit it, you’re still shocked by pubic hair in Diesel
ads on Broadway and Houston, and you wonder what conversations lead up to a
guy posing with his pants unzipped to the forest. Maybe the stylist does it, but
somebody had to think, let’s show pubic hair, and was that person nervous about
saying, hey, I have a great idea: pubic hair. You think about David Leddick’s book
Naked Men Too, and the model with the cigarette whose mother photographed him
with his jeans falling off and his pubic hair showing and how that’s weird and you
can’t even begin to process how someone would let his own mother photograph
him nearly naked and why a mother would want to. Everyone pretends pubic
hair in pictures is artistic, but we all know it’s really about sex, which you quickly
remind yourself is okay, too, because you’re liberal, which you sometimes think
means you don’t believe in anything because you want people to like you. Then
you think how you hate the phrase shock of pubic hair in novels and spend the next
several minutes trying to think of a better phrase, shrub of . . . patch of . . . spread
of . . . taste of . . . wad of . . . then you think how Joyce Carol Oates describes fat
men’s chests as melting chicken fat in her story ______________ and get paranoid
because you used to be fat and can never get your chest as tight as you want no
matter how much you bench press. You make a mental note to send poems to
Ontario Review, Joyce Carol Oates is one of the editors and might like your work.
They published Judith Vollmer’s poem about the reporter covering a murder
scene, and you love her and her poems (maybe you should send her an e-mail and
see how she’s doing). Then you think about pubic hair again, how embarrassing
it can be at Dr. Engel’s when he examines you and stares at it (do you have too
much, how much can you trim and still look natural) both of you trying to pretend
it’s professional when he asks you to move into the light, holds your penis like a
pencil, squeezes your balls, this guy’s fine, this guy’s fine, and you don’t know how to
be when he shakes your hand before you leave. Then you feel perverted because
you’re still thinking about pubic hair, maybe everyone has pubic hair issues and
nobody talks about it? You know for a fact Laura does because she told you after
she read a Sharon Olds poem out loud and the two of you giggled. You think of
Tara, with thick eyeliner, who said well-groomed underarms are really sexy and
you adopted that phrase when you say you think underarms are sexy, well-groomed
underarms you say and friends agree, especially Tom who also loves underarms and
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sex clubs. You pass a hot guy (not as hot as the bag check guy at The Strand
whose shirt comes up when he puts your backpack on the top shelf) and you want
to sleep with him and stare, hoping he raises his arm so you can see his hair. You
wonder if you have a disorder and then get mad as a taxi screams through your
walk signal and think, I understand why people open fire on playgrounds, then you
feel bad because it’s not about children, even though they get on your nerves and
nobody in Brooklyn disciplines their children, you pretend you didn’t think that
and think: I understand why people open fire in public places (like that’s better).
Then you get scared that maybe one day you’ll snap and kill people, but probably
not, then you’re really scared that everyone feels like this and we don’t realize
how great the potential for disaster is, like yesterday walking between a car and
bus on Fifth you trusted the bus driver to keep his foot on the brake and didn’t
worry he might pin you against the car and you’d end up like Christopher Reeve,
immediately you try to decide if Christopher Reeve is a valid example of your fear
or if you’re just making fun of him, and you feel guilty, the way you feel guilty for
laughing when Jeff says his messy apartment looks like Afghanistan, but you have
to admit the metaphor of Superman becoming a quadriplegic is pretty amazing,
but you probably shouldn’t—no, you shouldn’t write that.
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What Christians Say During Sex
The hipster christians are rolling their jeans up
making shorts out of pants, making fashion
out of fashion, and I’m watching it all happen
in a coffee shop called Ugly Mugs,
and I haven’t seen a mug since I got here
(paper cups and cookies served
on recycled napkins). A disappointingly straight
man is talking to another straight man
about Christ, about devotion to the Lord
while his wife sits beside them on the couch
staring out the wall-length windows
at the street, the trees, the sun drooping in
and out of clouds. She smiles because
she’s proud of him. She smiles because
there’s nothing to say. He has beautiful arms,
the kind that would glisten if he did pushups
with his shirt off, or someone nailed him
to a cross. I shaved my head last night,
he says, and I look at his ears to see if the line
is even. I wonder if they talk dirty
during sex? Does she say, I need you to fuck me?
Does he say, I want to eat your pussy?
Or is it a sin to say it like that even when you’re
married? I’m looking for someone,
he says, to play guitar for my band, someone
committed to Christ. I wonder what they
smell like after sex? I wonder what Jesus
does for them, what they think Christ’s
face will look like when they get to heaven?
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What I Wanted (Age 8)
I wanted Adam Nelson to coach
our intramural basketball team
with his shirt off. He was Nathan’s
older brother, and I was fullbody tingle when he’d say my
name, tug my shorts, grunt good play.
I wanted eighth-grade boys
to wear mesh shirts and tank tops,
to throw big red balls into shiny,
wet arms. I wanted boys to hold
my hand like they did the girls.
I wanted them to tie me up and make
me kiss them. I wanted to cuddle
with Magnum PI, put my chin on his
hairy chest and blow. I wanted Erik
Estrada on CHiPS to strip, to shoot
someone, then flash his armpits.
I wanted the men my dad hung out
with to walk around naked when we
camped. I wanted all men
in nothing but towels, to watch
them drop those towels in locker rooms
(oh locker rooms!) I wanted Tommy
Shaw to do pushups and show me his
muscles. I wanted Ron Taylor to do
pushups and show me his muscles.
I wanted Todd McCafferty to sit on my
lap and show me his muscles.
I wanted someone to show me
his muscles! I wanted to play
husband and wife, he’d be
the husband, and I’d be the wife.
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I wanted boys to protect me
on the playground. I wanted boys
to chase me on the playground,
to shove their fingers in my
mouth, push me down.
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Fire Island, June 2008
I wanted Steven to go on, so I said go on,
and he did. And I stood on the sand, on a strip
of land, water and night sky in front of me,
water and night sky behind, the stars strung
like bulbs too small to be useful. I was moving away
next month, trying to slow everything down. Behind black sky
there is more black sky. I said, remember this,
so I’d remember. You’re still going to die one day, and I will.
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Guillermo Filice Castro

Telemundo Telenovela
The dying patriarch;
the suspicious lady of the house;
a maid newly pregnant
with another niño bastardo;
two shots, fired.
¶
The patriarch, a bastard;
the lady dying in the house;
the new maid, fired;
her other niño, pregnant
with suspicions, shot twice.
¶
A two-shot patriarch;
the pregnant lady with her hose
on fire; another bastard
maid dies and the newest
suspect’s a niño.
¶
The patriarch’s new suspicions:
that lady boy, made
to hose dying
bastards, fired the other
shot at his pregnant twin.
¶
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Bastardo! The patriarch shouts
at the “pregnant” boy;
two ladies die in another fire
at the new Home
for Suspicious Maids.
¶
For the maidenimpregnating patriarch;
the fiery house lady and her niño,
both new to shooting up; other
bastards dying suspiciously:
Conquistador is your cerveza.
Conquistador—like Amor—conquers all!
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John Koethe

Alfred Hitchcock
There are four movies that I saw
Between the ages of ten and fourteen that became
Parts of my life, for what that’s worth:
The Man Who Knew Too Much, which I saw
When I was ten at the Mission Theatre
On Fifth Avenue, half a block north of the Orpheum.
Doris Day and Jimmy Stewart leave their stylish
London friends completely in the lurch
In their elegant hotel room, and set out in search
Of Ambrose Chapel, which turns out not to be a person,
But rather a church where their kidnapped son is being held.
There’s a concert and a clash of cymbals and a shot;
A party at an embassy where she sings “Que Sera,”
While he sneaks up the stairs to find their son.
The suspense becomes unbearable, but it all ends well,
And with their death-defying labors done,
The three of them return at last to their hotel,
Where their friends have fallen fast asleep. Vertigo,
Which I’ll come back to in a minute, came to the Orpheum
In 1958, followed a year later by North By Northwest,
Which is completely captivating—probably the best
Piece of entertainment ever filmed. Cary Grant
Is on the lam, wrongly suspected of an assassination
In a crowded lobby at the United Nations.
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He sneaks aboard a train bound for Chicago,
And in the dining car falls in with Eva Marie Saint.
They seem to hit it off, engaging in some quaint
Old-fashioned bantering and flirtation
Before repairing to her sleeping car where,
Alas, she makes him sleep alone. He has a close call
With a crop duster in a tall corn field in downstate
Illinois, leaving him covered with dust, yet still impeccable,
And the movie culminates in a scene atop Mt. Rushmore,
Where after clambering around a presidential nostril
Or two he saves her life, and pulls her up into their nuptial bed,
An upper berth back on a train—although the famous phallic finish,
As the train goes roaring through a tunnel, went over my head.
I saw Psycho at the California Theatre on Fourth in 1960.
It starts out in a seedy hotel room in Phoenix—so much
Grimmer than the hotel room in The Man Who Knew Too Much—
Which foreshadows the seedy Bates Motel. Janet Leigh
Is also on the lam—flight seems to be a reoccurring theme—
And holes up there, and then decides to turn around.
Before she can she’s gruesomely dispatched (we later learn)
By Anthony Perkins in the notorious shower scene,
Which tore me out of my seat. He’s devoted to his mother,
Who shows up in another scene that made me jump,
As Martin Balsam, a private investigator in touch with Leigh’s lover
John Gavin, heads up the stairs to the mother’s bedroom
And she lunges out at him with her brutal knife. She appears again
At the movie’s climax, when Leigh’s sister, Vera Miles, finds her in the fruit
cellar
And she slowly turns to her, the way a malignant figure in a dream,
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With an averted face, starts to turn to you, and then you scream.
All of these movies were tremendously entertaining, sure,
And a lot of fun, but Vertigo was something else again—a pure
Fever dream, a fantasy fulfilled and then at once destroyed.
I saw it again last weekend at the Rosebud Cinema in Wauwatosa,
And it still retains its power to disturb. It’s Jimmy Stewart once again,
A wealthy acrophobic retired policeman hired by a college friend,
Tom Helmore, to investigate his wife, supposedly possessed by the ghost
Of her great-grandmother, Carlotta Valdes, who killed herself
At twenty-six, his wife’s own age. Kim Novak impersonates the wife
As part of a plot to murder her. Stewart falls in love with her
Of course, but driven forward by Carlotta’s furious rage to end her life,
Novak leaps (?) from the bell tower of Mission San Juan Bautista,
Though it’s the real wife who falls. Stewart is destroyed. And then his life
Starts to begin again. He meets a shop girl, Judy (it’s Novak again),
And tries to resurrect the past, remaking her in the image of his dead love
Madeline, until, his fantasy complete, she stands before him in a gauzy haze
—And then Carlotta’s necklace makes him see the truth. In a daze
He drives her to the mission where the “suicide” occurred,
And struggling against his vertigo he drags her up into the tower
Where—hysterical—she admits to everything. Suddenly a nun
Emerges from the shadows muttering “I heard voices.”
Novak screams and plunges to her death. Stewart stands there stunned
And silent, looking down in disbelief at what he’s done.
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Shannon Tharp

Vertigo in Spring
An
off-course
dream leaves me
dizzy, unable
to hear.
And
ruin,
you old
friend, you
stare back, say
nothing, as
do
tulips
in bloom
on the table.
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Poem Without Door
There’s a bird sounds like
a hinge in
the early morning,
a transmission turning over
and over to fail
as the sun proceeds
to rightly
cut into the room
in which paint and its
gradations
level our waking.
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Many Happy Returns
for Ronald Johnson
Where’s
the fire in this
attenuated Winter called Spring?
(So rampant senses incensed
lift sentient to the skies.)
Pollen’s blackout-level high again;
I’m closing windows
into the night.
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Amy Gerstler

Merrythought
“No,” I corrected the rosy-cheeked nurse,
“I am the wife and she is his mistress.” He died
stoned out of his mind, as we wept farewells
and caressed the thin white harelip scar connecting his left nostril to his bristly upper lip.
Now he’s part of that which always is, survived by
me and my shy sister-in-crimes of trampled
convention. Well, not trampled, exactly, more
like polka-ed upon. Some days I’m almost a man,
barking harsh laughs, my anger an incandescent
brand of valor. The sight of this slight woman,
auburn hair fanned out on pillows, is enough
to flush floods of hummingbirds from the aviary
just beneath my stomach. And boy, those
hummingbirds are HUNGRY! The reckless
joys of maidenhood uppermost in our minds,
we made lists during bedside vigils, while he
drifted, of things we could do together, besides
sex, after the man in whose clasp we had melded
was gone. Then we each kissed his wishbone
(his neck smelled of peasant-y bread) and left
him forever, to the grave ministrations of this
raven-haired young nurse, now orphaned,
whose touch he had loved so much.
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Womanishness
The dissonance of women. The shrill frilly silly
drippy prissy pouty fuss of us. And all the while science
was the music of our minds. We fretted about god’s
difficulties with intimacy as we polished our breastplates,
darned our nighties, sprawled on front porches
waiting for the locksmith to come and change the locks.
Our ambitions glittered like tinsel. Our minds grabbed at
whatever rushed by, like sea anenomes at high tide.
Hush, hush my love. All these things happened
a long time ago. You needn’t be afraid of them now.
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Christopher Davis

Examine Her Life
Her mother’s kitchen stank like a barnyard.
Embarrassed by her cud-chewing father,
feeling unloved, she swore she’d be perfect.
Married, she wrapped furniture in plastic.
Exercising under her calendar,
she flip-flopped up and down, a reeled-in trout.
Eventually, once she proved doomed to fail—
her husband getting calls from men all night,
her menopause, her diabetes, chips,
cheap wine, divorce, her youngest son stabbed to death—
*
her ideal broke. She breathed. She blinked. She watched
the news, trapped in a wrecked, infested house
she had designed herself for so much more.
A victim’s advocate, she pressured courts
to grant parents of murdered children rights
to ask the killers why, rage, mock, forgive.
Her unselfconsciousness became her grace.
She saw she was, simply, alive, laughing,
accusing, crying, mute, comprehending
love: helping others feel, before dying.
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Paper Music
After Midnight
Am I to be merely a me, some affable
ape lost in experience, silence, never
bothering to scribble, utterly uninterested in a people’s purplesequined drag queen, Mehta Level? Christ,
please, change me, change me. Wait, wait!
Confident that what she spits, this
soup, blood, ginger, ice, contains
cultures, she’s Your present, dishing,
off my dark porch, orgasm I scream.

Before Morning
Circumstantial, accidental, here, my vocabulary,
that’s all we get to sing? Why? Tchaikovsky,
bright-eyed in dreamy steam at each, or every,
Y, mailed paper music directly to any library.
Hear his harp cadenza,
early in the waltz of
soft pink flowers?
From my soul, o,
my silent, solo center of all sounds,
new web pages, open always wide.
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Maxine Scates

Boy
He was the passenger. The other boy,
the one who was driving, who disappeared
like mist from memory, was fine, the motorcycle sliding
maybe going too fast, hitting a scree of stones
at the curve, a trickle of water in the wide gutter
that led to the fenced ditch
where we scooped polywogs with tin cans
on summer days like this one. And no,
they did not wear helmets then
and any of us who ran toward the sound of crumpling metal
and glass shattering and the no-sound of after
knew how harsh the asphalt, the concrete of curbs,
having fallen from bikes, from wagons, from running
as we were running then until we stopped short of the curb
he seemed to sit on, stopped short of what we didn’t know
would be our first death, his face untouched,
a perfect mask and we were shy
and did not touch him, staring at what seemed to be crossing
his unmarked face, and if you were small
and moved with the gathering crowd of mothers
and taller children you stared, as I did, at the back of his head,
the deepest canyon of flesh. And because
I did know blood, its privacy, its pool on the kitchen floor,
I looked for it, but saw none, saw instead the inside
of what I’d never seen. Haven’t I said this before—
he was already dead, but his body did not know it,
Janus boy of life and death who returns now in the instant
of the animal’s startled eyes, in the hand reaching for the bar
above the hospital bed, gathering, as we had gathered
around him, those moments inbetween. Nameless boy
of sixteen or so, who was born early in World War II,
who died two doors down from Leo and his white bulldog
standing in the driveway watching, he said later,
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as the two boys whirled past, wondering if they knew
about the curve, the wide gutter, boy who died beneath the drone
of prop planes in the summer of 1957 or ‘58 surrounded
by children and mothers who did not know him.
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Theme Park
Camas swale, swale of sorrows
on the way to the funeral, any day of junked
lawnmowers sorted carefully into piles of five,
horses standing week after week in the frigid field
before someone asks if they should be there
among the spikes of hoarfrost. And when
a man lies face up in the snow, do we believe he’s there
because he chooses to be? And when
the soldiers capture and hold on to their hilltop,
some die, some are wounded, some finish
their tour and return home unable to return,
meanwhile the hilltop, new orders issued,
is abandoned. As for eternity,
it’s cracked, all the many moons of Saturn
lined up on the stage of a Cornell box, world
no longer as whole as Adventureland,
land of no beginning and no end, where nothing dies
as the boat’s prow divides the river, the giraffe’s neck
rises on cue above the trees, the elephant bellows
and the real danger is what we don’t see,
our eyes distracted by the hippo as the crocodile
launches itself from the reeds, our guide
raising his rifle to fire.
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The Years
She heard her grandma
speaking a language she would never
understand. She saw her sleeping,
floating, the years an umbilical reeling her back,
but where would they go when death came?
Who would feed them?
She was at the bottom of a well reaching up.
She was dragging a hose up the slope
to the nameless bush crying out for water.
She thought I wanted the hammers, the screwdrivers,
jars of nails. She thought I’d throw out the ship models
her husband bent over going blind, the saxophone
her father did not let her play. She knew
I would write it down, the body we are walking behind
inside its lilac hued coffin where I see her
still tapping at the cross-stitched stump of her leg,
hear her saying, You have to touch it to tell it
where it ends on one of her two good days after surgery
before the years began gathering, raucous,
clamoring, not entirely sure what they wanted
once they arrived, sometimes here, sometimes there,
already singing but scurrying back as soon as they understood
what it meant to be nothing. Poor roses and carnations,
poor coffin left above ground because they do not want us
to look into the open grave, but I am
and it’s full of smoky light from the fifties,
my grandfather, old billy club, old gun on the table, laughing,
the sisters and sisters-in-law tending the flood of us—
all but her, who had no child, head down knitting,
our own Madame LaFarge, needles clacking
never dropping a stitch, and me watching, lonely
as she was, already believing I do know
the years want us to listen, snapping and clicking,
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a necklace of knucklebones rattling. They gather,
but they don’t want to leave us. They go down fighting,
swimming upstream until they reach the dam of the old heart
and are finally turned back. The priest swings
his censer over the gut of it all. It’s April,
mountains blue in the distance, better than July
when we sat here with Carl, a boombox of country songs
vibrating in the heat, grass already brown. It’s green now,
cherry blossoms just past, red currant flowering
just out of the absent minded reach of the deer
the years stalking them, holding them in their sights.
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Daniel Khalastchi

Hormone Elevation Sonnet:
You wake me up saying hurry, hurry, grab the
chainsaw. I don’t think we
have a chainsaw, but you
		

point to the corner where I usually

keep my salon quality hair loss treatment, and I
follow you, back-bent through the stairwell, revving lead teeth against a full-set night. When we
		

get to a gas station you ask

for some money and tell me that
whenever the moon is so
low and in focus you feel like a Chinese
		

war prisoner pulling live

mice through a collapsing urinal hole. In my pockets, I don’t
have any money. I try to
apologize but you just sit on the
		

curb listing all the better sexual

experiences you’ve had until I realize, finally,
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what the chainsaw
is for. A few minutes
		

later, I bring you a bag of cash, three wet

cartons of cigarettes, and a thick black
T-shirt with a fanged howling wolf ironed
on in profile. With all the commotion, I say, I never
		

got to check the size. It’s

okay, you respond. Sometimes my
breasts remind you of terriers. These
are the things I can tell to the Sheriff.
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Evan Lavender-Smith

Huge Trouble
Mom said God is not real. I told Dad what Mom said. Dad said even though God
is not real for Mom God could still be real for me. I told Mom God is still real for
me. Mom said only crazy people still think God is real. I told Dad Mom called me
crazy. Dad said you are not crazy. I told Mom Dad said I am not crazy. Mom said
Dad is crazy. I told Dad what Mom said. Dad said Mom is talking crazy. I told
Mom Dad said you are talking crazy. Mom said God is the crazy one around here
if you ask me. I said but you said God is not real. Mom said even though God is
not real God can still be real crazy. I told Dad Mom said God is real crazy. Dad
said there goes Mom talking crazy again. I told Mom Dad said there you go again
talking crazy. Mom said talk to God and then we will see who is really fucking
crazy. I told Dad what Mom said. Dad said Mom is in huge trouble.
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Charles Jensen

A Review of Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight
in the Form of a Ghazal
Any girl who takes that long to realize her boyfriend’s a vampire deserves to be eaten.
During adolescence, it’s part of our natural sex instinct to desire to be “eaten.”
If he twinkles in the sun, he’s a vampire and he’s wearing too much glitter.
If he stutters his affection around two long canines—girl, you’re about to be eaten.
When your boyfriend’s a vamp, don’t worry—in bed he’ll pitch a no-hitter.
You can schtup all you want without getting pregnant. And then plan to be eaten.
Once you’ve put two and two together, don’t announce it on Twitter.
Vampires are savvy micro-bloggers. It will cause all your followers to be eaten.
Bella, when the truth about your boyfriend hits you over the head, hard, don’t be a quitter.
Let him surprise you with his sensitivity. He knows how badly you yearn to be eaten.
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Lee Ann Roripaugh

Fibonacci
A bouquet of prickles and stings: you weigh each thistled scale one by one, drizzle with
euphemisms: creamy, nutty, fleshy, green.
What will happen when I’ve gifted all my nettles away? What’s left? Steamed flower to
scoop clean out. Edible, pressure-cooked heart.
You’re plucky and buttery, ruthless in your mathematics of extractions and subtractions.
A Fibonacci series of unpetaling.
(Can you squeeze a lemon on me?)
Seismic shifts, things unhinge:
Relax with ice and slit the resistant muscle, or steam open the shell. Do not pry, and do
not suck.
(The ice, the knife, the glove . . . )
Earthworms rise to the surface, throb and bake in fierce light. Mole rats head-drum their
portents. Catfish thrash in a tumult of silt.
O harmonic tremor, o earthquake!
O, sweet giant!
O beautiful tsunami!
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After the Caravan Fire . . .
ruins his left hand
Django goes into seclusion—
learns to fret with just
two fingers,
tapping feet smoldering in
his trademark red wool socks.
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Sandra Simonds

Shopping Mall Pastoral
Isn’t it so tacky to dedicate a poem
to Sylvia Plath or to write about anorexia nervosa
or to start a poem off with a question?
Pregnancy is also tacky just like Forever 21
when all the girls line up their cantaloupecolored dresses like this is a fashion show.
Bloody show is also fairly tacky
and so is homebirth. Doulas talk about cervical
mucus which is just gross. Don’t they know
placenta looks like a cow’s soft brain when
exposed to a pig’s hysterical hormones?
The cows’ genetically altered cells scramble
the fields of American eggs into hot dogs;
Everyone eats with four stomachs.
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Prehistoric Mammals Are Not
Dinosaurs
I could stay locked in this room listening
to The Replacements for the next two years.
My right hemisphere’s seventeen and my left one’s
seventy-eight and it’s not a question of averaging
the two. Sucks that our common ancestor
was suicidal as in O sorry ass fish. O melancholy amoeba.
O despondent mold. But I crawled from sea foam
in the satin slip of the tongue, in expensive
Jungian jeans, the underneath being this year’s
fashion statement. Someday I’ll make it
to my little runaway forest, wear crinoline antlers,
felt paws, wrap a patchwork quilt around my form,
will wave vacant arms to wild dogs. Another
phantom. Dumb dumb. I am. Limb.
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The Surface
What part of my life is sitting cross-legged in a black cube
full of skylight? The surface, maybe, the philosophy
that can be skimmed like particles of dust
that have fallen into my water glass next to this out-of-date atlas.
I run my index finger over Bangladesh, the Soviet
Union, the Congo or oak leaves that are falling into a river
across from the swami who sits cross-legged one
centimeter above the surface of earth. The worms
move under his form toward the river; the river moves
into a larger body of water, the larger bodies of water pulsate
like pools of blood kept in black cubes. The surface must
be believed like cattle. The surface must be tended to
like farmland underneath mountains that dissolve
and erode, leaving all their minerals in our bone.
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Lace Clouds over House
A dirty diaper on the bathroom floor
and my toddler son taking a bath, his father washing
his little back with a yellow sponge from the sea.
There are submerged mountains taller
than Mount Everest in the sea. Google it.
Life and her frail salinity seem slow, saintly
at this time in the evening, ponderous like
the whale shark who circled the tank
at the Georgia Aquarium when we went to visit.
The children and their parents, holding hands,
moving through the man-made fish, pointing at
deep time’s thick glass walls that separate
single-celled organisms from
the complexity of our awe.
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Bikram Yoga
I was tired because I have a 2 year old
so I took some NoDoz and then my heart flipped
out and I needed to relax so I went to a yoga studio.
And it was like the world was made of awkward
pose. And then life turned Caribbean
in a head stand. And then I passed
out in underwater aquamarine roses and stars. I think the teacher said “plank”
which meant I was a pirate in colorful
spandex with a nose ring and booty
or maybe it meant that the world was ending
and soon I would become as flexible as Zen.
I hope no one here is concerned. The teacher said
some poses take a lifetime to learn.
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Give Me Space
There really is a place in my heart for you.
It’s too bad you have become
as machine, counting shapes and
sizes the way, I imagine, pornography
rolls over the regular watcher or perhaps
the way a sales assistant folds never
worn shirts. One is lavender and the dye
pools into the open areas of
the terrible shopping mall.
To shout over children and Chinese food.
That the shopping mall sits in the small
hand of the valley and that
the valley is filled with the cool,
anonymous skin of lovers walking away.
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American Girl
In college I had this job as a file clerk for Dr. Glassberg,
a dentist, whose patients included Brad Pitt and Dodi Fayed
and you probably didn’t know that I’m the girl
who wrote “Deceased” with a black sharpie across the front
of Dodi’s chart. Sometimes when I go running my chest hurts
like a black tunnel in Paris and I’ve never really thought about who
might write “Deceased” across my chart because back then
I would go surfing in Malibu with my boyfriend and then sleep
on the beach and in the morning, hung over, would take the RTD
bus back to Beverly Hills to file charts when Tom Petty walks in
and he’s so much cooler than Brad Pitt will ever be because yesterday
in Tallahassee I ran through these trees that had this marijuana-like
smell that reminded me of the way Tom Petty looked when
I handed him his prescription for antibiotics after he got a filling.
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Great Smoky Mountain National Park
My husband calls me a “mountain snob.”
“Well, stop leaving empty containers of food
in the cupboards,” I respond. It’s true.
The Appalachians have nothing
on the Sierras. Still, I’ve dragged him and my son
from Florida to this postpartum cabin
in Tennessee. We sit by a blue lake.
We meditate. We sit by a blue river.
Some tweens float by in tires like rivers and
kids are just reels of film. One of them screams
“Help me!” I say I’m too fat to move. The cellulite
on my thighs won’t erode. Call me crazy,
but isn’t there a six week old infant in my lap?
Holy shit, this baby just rolled his eyes at me.
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Ode to Marriage
Can we please not talk about Jeffrey Dahmer
during sex? Wait, that was six family
farms ago. Now I am single like a piece
of pineapple in a fruit salad you don’t. Wait.
Hold on. I’m stuffing walnuts into the carcass
of a goose because this is a Christian holiday.
I know this because when I turn on the car radio
Jesus gives me a weak massage.
(He is friendly, I’ll grant him that.)
Your child runs across the street holding
a dog’s skull in his left hand. I take him
and leave the skull for another driver
to run over. At night we watch TV together.
I mean me, you and the skull.
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House of Ions
Friend, see my life’s collection of fossils on the mantle
above the fireplace? There’s that photo
of a 2nd rate pyramid, phosphorous origin,
as well as shots my useless attempt at making
pineapple upside-down cake. From stone to state,
death to the nursing home, from been to glass
bottles of vitamins, through adulthood’s
prescriptions for antidepressants left unfilled,
then nursing a bottle of beer in the full health
of Florida beside the plastic pool, back through
the milky nipple of newborn motherhood,
the flushed cheeks of college. Then the electrolytes
shake the eyes back to the house of ions, sarcophagus,
box of dirt. Sight usurped by continuous labor.
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Love® Sonnet
All the love® I love® turns to shit.
Well, at least I try, goddammit!
I’m talking about the love® of poetry now.
Like how some people hang on to their
poems for so long and then publish them
in The Nation. I think it adds love® to value
and value to the love® of nation. Some poets
grow up on expensive farms. They’ll tell you about their
chlorophyll childhoods, how easily they led donkeys around
a field. I imagine they become love®’s grassroots activists.
Fuck that shit. Ixnay rich poets,
their collective agrarian past is Pig Latin
to me. This is the new romantic®: I’ll post everything
I own here to devalue® it®.
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Collapsible Sledgehammer
Documentary films are so boring
It’s like people going on about the gold standard (yawn)
And for whatever reason they remind me of Tonya Harding
getting that man she hired to break
Nancy Kerrigan’s bronze leg. . . . BTW, has anyone
on here ever had ice-skating lessons? . . .
To be fair, I don’t give a crap about the cinema
I don’t even consider it art. In this interview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrKK9v-RoIk
Werner Herzog thinks women don’t understand
the “exhilaration” of being shot. But when you imagine
“Why, why, why” Kerrigan simultaneously
watching Grizzly Man and auctioning her historic
knee on eBay you can only say “Herzog, I think not!”
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American Sonnets
This is going to be a gorgeous crown
of sonnets about atoms. To tell you the truth,
I don’t know jack about crowns or
sonnets or Adam and Eve. But isn’t that what’s
awesome about being an American poet?
You can just take your ignorance
and run with it or rename it bravado.
You can just say “history, you’re a ho” and then
Lady Mary Wroth will crawl back
into her English hole.
Everything I say here I own.
I’m my own master in this here zone.
I write what I sing like karaoke.
I sing what I write like Kryptonite.
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In Reverse Chronological Order, the
World Is Formed
Then undone, undid, undo. Into you’ll see
until. No till nor record keeping, no
tock unbinding. No backward
grandfather clock unearthing. All shovels
merely confounding, a finding
out made too late unwinding. The wind
is in this too; it is complicit. Come
see it with it with it touch it. Too much
wind topples the world like talking into a chimney.
The world of boats that flip on their sides
tucking seaside into her graveside like a mommy.
Giving and granting, this is my erasure. The ghosts
whip up like furiousness. Above their holes
they dance and taunt—gigantic at noon.
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Erica Bernheim

The Fatal Lozenge
In a kitchen filled with nunneries stuffed with lamb, a man who steps
into a blender will be remembered as proper and rocky. Even if
you paid little attention to the deviating agent, gravity
is consistent, but sugar is brittle. You are right to be frightened.
I hope you know how to swim while handcuffed, to prepare carne asada
on a car radiator, to talk about your family, and to sell recipes:
a stemless pumpkin tossed from the counter to the dining room
corner, an agitated soufflé of gin and potbellied pig belly.
Sucking rubber cement from the carpet, I am sorry for having
made it so flammable. Every week has its Tuesday.
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The Aged Gymnast Pauses Before
the Vault
Who strains against the bars and the looseness of the grips.
The new point system eludes us all, nor was time fair.
The one thing I didn’t want to be over is over when I am
over my own head. Focus instead on my lips, from whose
gashes emerge cyclones of locusts. I miss my 3-D leotards,
my beautiful white teeth performing the Yurchenko, every
turn a reminder of Friendship Games, so little given to
daughters and fathers outside the apparatus each skipped.
I felt like a goddess and aged like a homunculus. Whatever
happened to the living people? The hugs we exchanged were
handcuffs dropped around shoulders and ribcages dented.
We were penalized for venturing outside our boundaries.
Flipping on a four inch beam, be a predator, my coach told
me. Carry your spine to your ears. Think of the papers waiting
for you afterwards to sign: begin with photos of yourself,
then balances and checks bigger than sleeping bags. I wanted
a fortress from my body. I disappeared in the smallest amounts.
I threw myself. I landed badly, but no one saw. I went nowhere.
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Benjamin S. Grossberg

To My Old Dog
You, my primer for dying, show me first
that the circles of living and dying
overlap, and in that zone, a third color:
you are my glasses of that tint, helping me
understand the present as its own end.
I lend a hand, as I can. This morning,
that’s lifting your hind quarters while you
straighten your legs under yourself
slow and uncomplaining. Then my hands
fall away, and you are a little girl
wobbly on her first bicycle, tottering
from me until you find a confidence
of movement. We walk this morning
twenty minutes, though months before
we could walk hours. So you teach me
not just the destination of the present, but
also the unequal jumps of time: how day’s
changes are not the same, how we age
in leaps. We make our progress around
the block just as slow as we desire,
and I think of an old woman, bent, white
with her walker: and now see her
in your place, two or three sweaters
on this sunny day, and offer my palm
on her back, nod up at the car’s patience
as we make our way across the street.
Back at the house, I help with the porch’s
single step and watch you make a hobbling
path over to water. And then to sleep:
the foyer where you wait. I’m nearby,
sitting at my desk. I wait with you.
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Stephen Danos

Place No Likelier Home
I arrive pregnant with questions but no real need to have them resolved. Ruby a
precious commodity, a metal I melt into sunscape. Performance installation, a living
exhibit poking the polished chests of visitors.

Get into hot air balloon. Do not forget the infantile smile, the dwindling wrinkles.
Gestalt by any other anonymous sweetener. It is not my place to drop a farmhouse
on a pair of striped socks, mine being unmatched.

I curl into a ballet, take vitamins; the health-sickness overwhelms stomach and
withers white blood cells. Guarded by every erasure, a song is a showering of how
long can I hold this sound color?

My dress is a sky blue. A picket fence, adults hemmed into the backyard patio
furniture. This scene is number-crunched, an uncontrollable growth, composed but
losing its composure.

I correct the night, emphasize afternoon but indoors has no day phases, just irregular
light patterns. Reckon each person as a concept: handshake, keepsake, for heavens,
for fucks.

Noon’s canvas belches clouds. I curl into a ball of nose bleeds as white as—cannot
talk directly into my hands, which are microphones. I feel in violation, of potential
ghosts, of their hangouts. No one hears me.

My ink disappears as halos appear at dawn. I get a hernia from lifting the gray
ruins off the witch. The tornado cuts my throat, chucks my gut as all the familiar
fragrances fade.
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Tourist Trap
Straight away I resent
that a pink bubble filled
with upright light
blinks
mild-mannered Glinda into
my service. Wary 		
of how she wears
her heart, a sieve separating
pain
from task at hand. Give me
a gold standard,
a tutu 		
wielding a star-dipped

magic wand.
Why so much extravagance
and frill?
A purer		
outfit would reveal more
about motives
less
about sequins. I tell her
plainly in vibrant colors:
Translate me into the common
tongue-in-cheek.
My tongue
asleep
between
toothy crowns,
regal hats
covering nerves of semi-steel. Her answer to everything is

hushabye, you.
I wanted to wrap the landscape in garlands warp it.
Instead I feel the gust 		
of altitude
and remember
the combustible gray
sunflowers
of home that died
after one season. My eyes are
florets,
mathematical models.
Dazed pinwheels wafting
the dust of
farm roads and spinning it into

frazzled gold.
The album cover for El Dorado
is all I have
to go on
a swarm of electrocution
shooting out
from green hands.
Why can’t I recant
the rock opera?
Which way
to the gift shop? The world’s largest
truck stop,
largest ball of straw?
She points at a clumsy army
of scarecrows
piled high, bodies lifeless as
traffic horses.
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The route to the hidden city is paved 		
with orchestra bones—
spittle instruments
crooning roués
sudden shifts
in tonality. Voice-overs. Hesitant
deserts.
She says my task
is to do evil
to evildoers. Raise hell, turn acidic narratives
into musicals fit for family night,
then bring them back.
I want to start
a roadside museum of mercy. I want above all to believe this.
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Nebraskattack
I test my tolerance for nostalgia; it flexes its pectorals in public. Do cornhuskers
grow cracked-up-to-be, unsheathed and kernelled? Covered in plum butter, my
thumbs wrestle the statute of the inappropriate handshake. I am bordered by six
like-minded states of virtue. I ratify the constitution

of my fingernails, passes into law pending the wishbone cracks my way. In this
childhood, I have no power. Being less than male every minute I don’t grip
pigskin. I want to park the forest preserve in the parking lot, have people park
their cars in trees and keep the trunks filled with ice chips, beer

bottles. The good life ground into the Great Plains. My brain is unicameral. No
hemispheres, no in-fighting. The drunken moments reconcile with sobriety. I can
board the first boxcar that crosses me. Threats and promises are the same thing.
Shun my shin-splints until the train spits me out. In this childhood

Nebraska never got its own recorded history, its inhabitants too stretched out to
recall its 1867 inception. In this childhood, I am acutely contraperceptive. I am
told to be a man when folded like a flag into a triangle, highest form of apotheosis.
I will my boyish mannerisms to the smell of cattle shit.
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Steven Toussaint

Early
snow leaves
a circle
‘neath
willow’s bottle necklace

flower rubbed signs
deer shuffle by

darkinfused

as if
long driven
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Twelfth
Night
ending
and
some
wind
and
dust
obscure
the
only
drunk
awake
who
can
hardly
see
the
peaks
from
the
bridge.
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Maggie Nelson

For Harry
I wake each dawn
with a new idea
The idea is you
You
Walking through
the boneyard of names
A windmill of sparks
I see you
Person
It had been Thanksgiving
Everyone was drunk
It had snowed
Where would you park
How would you find me
Your gait made of fire
in the boneyard of names
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wail poem #2
do you say
my wail
is more real
than my
parse
o
civilization
one thousand words
to restore
your wildness
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wail poem #3
I saw you
down by the bridge
wailing
for some animals
Language, pah-pah
You spat it
by the bridge
Then staggered, beholding its foam
Sun-down. A troll
rolls up on half
a see-saw, puts
a question to you.
That’s when I appeared.
True, like I say,
but not primitive.
You were fingering
your gums. I offered you
my mouth, told you
about something
I had really loved.
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My Suicide
A truck came, a truck
full of morphine. I had ordered
the truck to come. It came
and filled the yard, until
I was lavender, then
lead. This was before I became
a body trying to exit itself
through a stick. In the meantime,
my soul wandered into a corner
of the lobby, holding a sack
of popcorn. It was waiting to see
if its services would be further
required. If only I could have found
the right words, a friend told me
I would never have attempted it.
I nodded, but I didn’t believe.
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D.A. Powell

Valley of the Dolls
9 o’clock. Time to smoke a joint
that lets me take my pills.
10 o’clock. Time to take my pill
to take my pills.
11 o’clock. I take my pills.
12 o’clock. I take my little pills.
I call them dolls this time.
I take my dolls.
I always loved this film.
But then: I wasn’t in it.
When did I stop feeling sure, feeling
safe, and start wondering why
Suspense, you’re killing me.
[close up on dolls]
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Bo McGuire

Tallulah Bankhead: Recollections of
Valor
What happened at the party?
Did the good people crash, leaving you?
Growing up political, I’ll never remember
your name. We’ll call you Dahling
Forgive me, but this is old suit
Sit down a cup with me, I insist Dahling
I say, will you please see if anyone is listening back door
I’ve already had one too many homemade jams
Dahling, you’ll never believe I made coffee
when I knew absolutely nothing of its kind
If you find a good woman outside, kindly throw her
She has never been in better places than this
Forgive my tongue, but she does a revolting imitation
Of me, there’s more than bulls from a chute
I know exactly who I am, Dahling, I’m as pure as the driven slush
My father warned me about boozed men
He never said anything about women with cocaine
Yes, I know it’s completely fashioned out, Dahling
I really wish I could give a good Goddamn
It’s the good girls who keep diaries
No girl can be exactly me sometimes
even I have trouble ringing my throat afraid
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I have three phobias, which could I mute them
my life would be slick sonnet, Dahling
As dull as ditch water, Dahling
If you want to help American Theater
Don’t be an actress, be an audience
You know how spikes plush a carpet
We know both about frock and cock
What about, Dahling, the lilac scent
What about the diamond ring you’ll have
to wear with those cantankerous knuckles?
Wildly optimistic, I am divinely impossible
Sometimes I collect dahling lions galore
What of my coughing to cover up a roar?
It seems natural with my smoking bronchitis
I can be younger than my friend Marlene any day
Dahling, you’ll have to come hear her sing Falling
in Love Again just like the past thirty-five years, I adore
intellectual men—aware of everything and nothing
You’re lucky I’ve just returned from San Francisco
where I discovered a dahling brilliant writer
If you don’t mind, I’ll recite his work to your jazz
accompaniment: Life is short, do not wear your face long
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When you’ve lost your friends and money, Dahling,
your life is fear, there’s only one thing left to do
Please don’t do it here. Life can be one gay
mad dance, either tango or polka
If Arthur Murray can’t teach you,
take lessons from Oscar Hamota
In a word, wow, Dahling
Is that a dagger before you?
Last words then kisses, Dahling
I’ve got a run now that we’re familiar,
we’re family. I codeine-bourbon you.
Honestly, really I do
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Tim Dlugos

From Journal
26 Mar 1975
Quotations for posterity: Tina, speaking months ago of Anne Sexton’s death: “I
would have felt worse about it if I didn’t think it got her a juicy advance from the
publisher.” Ian Young last week, speaking of John Ashbery: “It’s deplorable that
a gay writer in 1975 has not come out in his writing. I don’t have any time for it,
and think it’s just deplorable.” I was rendered speechless by the latter comment; it
was obvious Ian was serious, which is why, despite the photographic gorgeousness
of some of his work, I have a hard time taking him seriously as an artist. He stayed
with us for 2½ days; wore leather bike jacket with studs, tried to pick up Rory, was
not very interested in Kerry, who wanted to go to bed with him. We threw strange
party, which ended with a small group listening to I. read from Some Green Moths,
a beautiful book.
Randy was in NYC last weekend, and I had a very bad emotional time dealing
with it, knowing “at this moment” he’s having sex at the Club Baths. Friday night
I read at the Poetry Project in Baltimore with Bernie Welt; showed up a half hour
early (first time I’ve ever done that for a reading), had drink at Mary’s watching
handsome boy, then went back to Theatre. Good audience response; I felt good
about the performance. Some of Bernie’s new stuff knocked me out; some was
pretty self-conscious, still. After, went to Mary’s Polish Haven bar in Fells Point
with some writing seminar people from Hopkins (nervousness of grad school
writers), then back to DC with Donald. OK sex, but nothing great; I think we
both are into “friendship” aspects of relationship, at this point. After breakfast at
Arlington Pancake House (the 2 of us keep ending up at Pancake Houses) I drove
back to Balt. with him, bought Polish sausage for my father, bought books in Fells
Point (A Nest of Ninnies, 1st ed., for 50¢), drove Donald home, back to DC, and
freaked out. I started throwing soft things around the apartment like madman.
Went out to Lost & Found (hair awry), & cruised for 5 hours: no takers, no good
vibes at all, which depressed me even more. But Francis Tobin was there, &
immediate feelings of tenderness overwhelmed me when I saw him. He was with
Jack Lesworth, who was being pretty protective. I drove them back to Jack’s apt.
& had drink. By this time it was 3:30 am; I didn’t want to go home alone, but
didn’t really want to get off, either; strange sad feeling of jealousy over Randy and
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melancholia. Drove around block 2 times, then thought What the fuck and
headed for baths.
I’m glad I did it—my first time ever doing sex stuff there—but in another way felt
like I lost some innocence. I was bone-tired, & kept flashing out of dreamlike state
into shadowy heavy atmosphere. Fellini set: the bodies everywhere. Orgy room lit
by one dim red bulb, which reminded me of dorm room the night I took mescaline
in 1970. Whole experience reminded me of drug trip, with more control; the
walk for hours thru narrow corridors, the audial stuff over the music, even the
sex. Got peremptorily picked up by man who followed me into big room: he took
me over to cushions & wanted to fuck me. I was totally passive. As he moved on
top of me, the couple beside us held my leg between their bodies; one stroked my
arm. Someone behind me stroked my hair with incredible gentleness. This was
in practically total darkness; i.e., no faces. At approach of climax, I heard myself
saying “My beautiful brothers . . . all my beautiful brothers” (really!) We both
came; then man on top of me (I’m sure I wouldn’t recognize him on street) got
up & walked out, like the mysterious stranger. This was on the morning of Palm
Sunday; beginning of Holy Week. The falling away. Bob Bateman was there:
beautiful body, as Randy had said; also Gary Shelton, who made it with the boy I
was most attracted to (fragile, curly hair). Next day on street with Kerry, ran into
moustached man who was cruising me all night, following me around. We both
smiled. Last reminiscence of experience I won’t duplicate for awhile: walking
into room of pretty kid, saying Is this yr room? & sitting down on bed, beginning a
conversation. This, I learned, is not the way you do it . . . he had no time. Weird
scene with Mickey in o. room too. o well.
Sunday, Codrescu read with David Franks at Pyramid. Dynamite. I loved them
both, and even Ramon was totally impressed. Party at Rory’s afterwards; I was
last to leave, helped R. clean up, wondering what would happen. Nothing did, &
I didn’t have any feelings about that, except it would have been o.k. either way.
Oafish friend of Randy’s at our small apt. all this week; the kind of boy we would
have called a “whip” in high school. I stayed over at parents house one night
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(Mon) after spending Sun night at GU Hospital, while houseguest had anxiety
attack w/ much histrionics. Tired as piss, as Randy says. Now my car’s broken;
cherry blossoms are out. Posters ready for Apr. 1 reading: lease for new apartment
signed this afternoon. In Washington (amazingly) & never desperate again, to
quote myself. I grow away from words like “unhealthy” as I grow away from
words in general, or the things they used to stand for, between the world & myself.
Visceral energy. I leave the machine at work.
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11 Apr 75
Notes from last few days: strange ballet in which Phil Scribner keeps reappearing.
I had small crush on him and on his lover, David McIntyre, when Phil Ritterbush
introduced us in August 1972. He’s currently going out w/ Philip McClain. Both
Phils met Kerry (whom I’ve been seeing off and on for the last 2 years) at my party
for Ian Young. Both Phils were very attracted to K.; K., however, was totally smitten
with Philip Scribner and, unknown to Philip McClain, K. and P.S. have started seeing
each other. Phil S. does not know that Kerry and I had something going. To further
complicate things, I went to bed with Philip McClain on Tuesday, which Philip S.
presumably does not yet know. I ran into P.S. in bookstore the next afternoon, and
we had friendly conversation, each of us thinking there was something the other
didn’t know. Later that day, I tried to write poem for Phil McClain; it involved deer
with small teeth, but I kept messing it up. Finally put it aside; about an hour later,
called Ed Cox, who read me George Oppen’s poem “This In Which,” which turned out
to be the final version of the poem I was hoping to write. This freaked me out.
Last night wrote letter to George Mattingly, congratulating him on design of
Michael’s book. He’s very beautiful, & I hope to meet him if I get to SF this summer.
Randy and I talked for a long time, planning vacation; we each have to come up with
$234 by mid-June, though, which is not too likely. I pulled out Directory of American
Poets to see whom I could visit while out there. I want to meet Bill Berkson, Jim
Carroll, Clay Fear, several other people . . . & George Oppen. Dragged out old copy
of APR to see what Oppen looks like: old man, white hair. Then read myself to
sleep with Of Being Numerous. This morning, woke at 7:30 (couldn’t remember any
dreams; the night before, though, I remembered and transcribed five), read breviary,
drank orange juice, couldn’t find keys. Notes sent to Joel Colten, Ian Young, my
cousins, Anne & Phyllis, & Ken yesterday. It’s another morning in office; another
weekend coming up, in which I will visit Baltimore (hopefully) to see Dick Higgins’
presentation. Tina, Peter, & Doug read in Annapolis last night; I wonder what they
thought of Gerrit. I never wonder anymore what people think of me, although that
used to be one of my major preoccupations. Now that I’ve reminded myself, I’ll
probably start wondering again.
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5 Aug 75
Tues., Aug. 5: wake up to soothing music, feel cold, feel exhausted, hug lover, read
paper, read first few pages of Clay’s book, masturbate, shower. Today I am a man.
Agonized facade of late adolescence drops away, revealing WHAAT? In street last
night, old man with white moustache surrounded by his earthly goods: evicted
from Hotel 1440 at 9 pm. I went into my building, walked out again intending
to talk to him, went back in (what could I say?) called radical catholic group that
operates a house of hospitality, who told me they were full but complimented
me for caring. Meanwhile, thunder shower started; old man may have watched
possessions melt in rain. I went to sleep thinking of becoming Mother Teresa, but
with better teeth.
Work drains me more and more. But some thing ought to turn up. Sex drains me
too; I do it to fill spaces. Tomorrow go to Prince George Community College to
talk about gay liberation; I am depressed at that, don’t think the kids will give a
fuck one way or other. I don’t except sometimes. Perception of divine in human,
of eternal in the middle of day to day existence, was attributed by Commonweal
writer to faith; I’ve always found it characteristic of me at my most promiscuous.
Or least. Are you my angel, etc.
Amazing generosity of parents overwhelms me, even though I almost depend on it
now. One hundred dollars toward California. Both they and I sense the temporal
nature of our relationship; my father’s deteriorating health, my mother aging fast.
I am probably more acutely aware of it than they. Last week woke up in middle
of the night, terrified and immobilized by perception “I’m going to die.” Life
becomes one long wait—or short wait.
In mail yesterday, envelope full of fundamentalist tracts. Note from “A Christian”
in Bartlesville, OK saying he or she is praying for me. Semiliterate handwriting.
That sort of thing scares me more than Gerrit’s chatter about Crowley.
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Randy wants to throw party this week: my guest list should include only those
people I feel totally comfortable with, and will probably be down to 2 or 3, by
the time I think about it. Meanwhile, shave and dry hair in preparation for day
at office. I can listen to “Old Man” now without strong identification with Neil
Young when he sings “24 and so much more.” 25 and still alive.
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Aug 75
8:15. Light through kitchen window. I am sitting here writing it down, Steven’s
wooden table. Steven’s dope in box to my right, Steven’s baccarat lighter in front
of me. And plants everywhere. Strange ones. Red-orange flower floats in white
bowl to my left. This is my last morning in S.F. What I learned here is foreign
notion, considering my mood. What I did: rode ferry across bay to Sausalito
into avalanche of fog, got over airplane & earthquake paranoia, let myself go
long enough to touch some people I will probably never see again. Want to say
“Washed my eyes with Western color,” but it’s not that drastic by any means.
Clarity and gentleness of San Francisco sensual experience was something I was
totally unready for. Discovered that recurring dream I had while recovering
from breakdown (drive in white car down steep hill to gorgeous bay with flowers
and pleasure boats) took place in Sausalito; I’m sure of that. Two other dreams
I vividly recall deal with the Pacific, and I look forward to drive down coast as
perhaps a means of exploring those. First one: I am at bottom of huge dune
w/ mother, and ocean is pounding so hard I am expecting tidal wave. (Pretty
transparent, that.) Second: I walk thru fog to beach, past rickety white buildings
between two lines of men (a gauntlet) past broken fence.
Didn’t call Berkson; didn’t call Joanne Kyger; bought a lot of poetry at City Lights
& Paperback Traffic. Think I’m losing touch w/ my muse; think I ought not to
worry about that. George Oppen lives 5 blocks from here; think I ought not to
worry about that. Want to clear my system out. Want to stay in California for a
long time.
Think of Vernon—18-year-old Japanese boy I tricked with Sunday night. He’s
going into Navy next month. His clear eyes knocked me out; perfect sex.
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12 Nov 75
Up at 7 to be at work early for meeting with boss. 8:30, boss calls: her car won’t
start. Get to work late, as usual.
Bring manuscript to work in hope of typing it for Whitman Poetry Award
competition, deadline next week. No time for that.
Former boss shows up at office with invitation to lunch. Sandwich at Childe
Harold. He’s upset because the people he loves don’t return his love the way he
thinks they should. This is nothing new.
Fall in love with April Moore, who arrives at office to pick up cartons of envelopes.
Lug cartons downstairs and load them into car in pouring rain. Goofy man with
April doesn’t help. I want to say “Thanks pal” in the nastiest possible way, but he’s
spaced, doing Nader imitations while I get wet.
April Moore is from Florida, where she used to be director of the Public Interest
Research Group at the University. Walk home fantasizing meeting her at next
week’s candlelight march in memory of Karen Silkwood, going out for coffee
afterwards, and then who knows? Fantasize marrying April, and wonder whether
I would still have sex with men if I did something like that.
Take off wet clothes in clean apartment, Randy arrives with new shoes. He cooks
chili for dinner, but we start to make out on my bed, which is finally cleared, and I
say in romantic movie voice, “Turn off the stove.” He does, and I turn on romantic
soft lights, slip out of socks, and take off rings and glasses. He comes back to bed
and I feel rush of deep affection. I want to fuck him; we get ready to fuck, and I
don’t want to. Then he decides to fuck me, and I suddenly lean on top of him and
get inside. It’s deep and sweet. We sleep afterwards for short while.
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Randy leaves for weekly instruction in the catholic faith. I read Post, finish
cooking. Eat 2 bowls chili, drink 2 glasses milk. George Wallace announced
for President today, William O. Douglas retired. “After the Gold Rush” has been
running through my mind all day, so I put it on. I love Neil Young. Call Mary
Ellen on phone; I’m buying the wine for party Saturday night. My phone bill is
too high. Scan Art in America article on Rudy Burckhardt, which I’ve already read.
Finish Fenollosa essay on the Chinese character; begin Pound selection in Poetics
of New American Poetry. Pound says pay no attention to critics who are not great
artists themselves. I wonder how much of what Pound says he means, and how
much is for effect.
Call Paul in Richmond. Discover halfway through conversation that Paul is seeing
Steve, the California blond we both met 2 weeks ago. Paul talks in code. The love
poems I wrote for another Paul will eventually be perceived as having been written
for this one. The friendship will last.
Hang up phone. Decide to stop in Richmond on way to Wake Forest. Decide to
stop the long distance phone calls.
Put Dylan on: “Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues” and “You Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere.” I
love Dylan, most of him, anyway.
Remember making love to Paul, and how fine it was. Masturbate remembering his
chest. Think how it would feel for him to be inside me. Get off right away.
Read Green by Tom Clark. Admire the picture of Tom Clark in back of book, photo
by Bill Berkson who said he may take some work of mine for the next issue of Big
Sky, but resubmit in January. Think how Peter is right about Tom Clark.
Wonder who to dedicate the manuscript to. Wonder whether to include Big Sky in
the publication credits, on assumption that the word will be Yes.
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Type this, thinking that it isn’t turning out to be as good as I hoped, but knowing
that exhaustion is a valid excuse in many situations including this one. Think
about Terry and David Franks and how David appropriated Terry’s idea of a poem
listing Excuses.
Go over this with blue felt pen, make additions and corrections. Go into living
room; Randy asleep. Don’t go into kitchen. Don’t check clock. Go to bed. Sleep.
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Graham Foust

Nineteen Eighty-Three
Most of my parents’ friends seemed dumber than mine.
One guy, Ben, had had a license plate stolen,
and one day, while jogging, he happened upon
some other poor jerk’s plate laying in the road.
He ran home with it—ecstatic that it shared
two letters with his—and used some gaffer’s tape
to change a black number seven to an eight,
et cetera. This, of course, fooled nobody.
Not a week later, the cops pulled him over,
fined him, informed him that they could lock him up.
He was livid, but he was also forty,
which to me meant he’d run half out of himself.
I was thirteen and couldn’t ditch the belief
that the world consisted only of police.
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Social Wrench
700,000th verse, same as the first:
Unedited field, unedited fir trees,
unedited sasquatch not yet getting on
back through the television, chained to nothing
and denied, like smoke, his own exterior;
devoid of his own interior, like flames.
Do I stutter? Did I say something funny?
I’d fill out these forms with his blood if I could.
Whenever someone uses the word “retard”
around me, I say, “My brother’s retarded,”
which isn’t true, but it does tend to give me
the advantage for the rest of the party.
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The Better Person
The people next door are moving stuff around.
Small children do a thing I call “The Laugh Cry.”
California’s sunshine’s as mean as a swan.
Most tragedies would give us up quietly.
To make, to love, and to destroy like a voice
the spotless window of the infinitive
and to leave the world that nurtured you afraid.
What changes, slightly, is the will not to change,
as if all language went about it all wrong.
Rolling over in fresh hotel linens makes
a noise like fire in wind. So much for comfort.
This isn’t an experience; it’s a fit.
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Bernadette Mayer

Soule Sermon
It could be that I am a fish or was one once
I remember thinking Aristotle was an asshole
It is like a dark, crazy garden
I didn’t know then about shoes & shoelessness
Cultivated away from light & bathed
How vital & symbolic it was to the cynics
In a profligate torrent of sulphur
This was in the days when philosophy
& clams which live there grow to an enormous size
It was your main avocation, your vacation your way
Like pampered dahlias
Of paying your mortgage
Rocks found in the Achaean crust
Thought Socrates, philosophers
2,500 million years ago or more
Should converse with shoemakers
The atmosphere lacked oxygen
Whereas Aristotle felt they should talk with kings
The oxygen slowly built up over a billion years
We in the 21st century still have this dichotomy
In one of the obscure parts of the palaeontological consciousness
Remember in the 20th century when we
With other jelly-fish-like curiosities
Tried to convince our elders
Ocean-going medusae
That hippiedom was the answer
This was when the seas advanced over continents
They’d always say what would you replace the system with
A rich sedimentary record
We’d say everything should be free
There are four kinds of jokes:
Remember sitting at that table
The mother-in-law joke, the sexual innuendo
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It was hard to sallow the mashed potatoes
Jokes about foreigners, jokes about politicians
But we were right all along
Charles Doolittle Walcott discovered the burgess shale
Aristotle did us all a great disservice
On the surface of carboniferous flakes
By famously advocating cause & effect
Fossil leaves carry the fine veins we know
We’d all have been better off going sideways or backwards
Like or from living leaves
Things don’t lead upward & get improved
If it seems soulless to attribute
Nor is everything higher better
The glories of arboreal form
North isn’t up; south isn’t down
To natural design alone
My dog Hector never wore shoes
Underestimating an appropriate sense of wonder
Socrates, a cynic, used to hang out
At the extraordinary & creative inventiveness
At the shop of Simon the shoemaker
Which life has repeatedly shown
Where he found thought more relevant
I became a land-dwelling mammal in a house
Than that of sandaled kings
100 years old with a stone foundation
Idiotic uptown types of thinking
It used to be a Christian church
Spawned by the values of paintings
You can see the rafters upstairs
& odd rare fruit, the nuts nobody’s heard of
A rabbi made it a boarding house
Let me tell you how Hector got his name:
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You need waterproof shoes to be here
Our friend Russell, l descendant of a family of Days
Because we are near two creeks
Was sitting in Inwood Park reading the Iliad
The Kinderhook & the Tsatsawassa
When a woman approached him with Hector
Sometimes they overflow onto the ground you walk on
She said, “I have to go to Troy, do you want this dog?”
It’s halfway between the sunniest & least sunny places
Like Hector, I wear the same things outside as in
Halfway between Albany & Pittsfield, Mass.
Of the Palaeozoic eras there are: Cambrian
I’d like to be free as the birds of the air, wouldn’t thee?
Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian
Hector the dog bought the farm but never wore shoes
Permian & carboniferous, Jurassic comes later
Did you ever hear that politicians
& psychopaths use the same mental stuff
In different ways? Did you know that many of the fossils
Found at the burgess shale were misclassified at first
To accommodate the discoverer’s view of life? Have you
Ever heard of the burgess shale? Did you ever
Have a trilobite? When Steven Jay Gould was growing up
The other kids called him Fossil Face. I have worked
Hard all my life & I still have no house, no wife
No car, no flat-screen t.v. what does life mean?
The answer is somewhere in hallucigenia
A weird & unfollowed offspring
Of some evolutionary stem of life
Found in the burgess shale in British Columbia
Nobody’ll ever know where it would’ve led
You can find its picture on the internet
Which is now the memory of everybody
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Wouldn’t it be nice for gas station attendants
To give you gas for free? Even better
Cars don’t need gas & they are left
By the side of the road for you if you need one
Right now, the founder of facebook
Is on the cover of Time magazine, why not you
Or me or Sir Thomas Browne or that guy who’ll frown
When presented with potatoes that are mashed
Not smashed or a martini made wrongly?
I have more shoes than you do, look
They’re all here but mine won’t fit you
My feet are large for a tiny woman
But small for an award-winning restaurateur
Selling food from Brooklyn in Manhattan
& finding wine on the sea floor
That’s been there longer than a fossil
Could it be true? Philosophy chics
Kiss better than paleontology chics
Do tell! The very best kissers are women who
Hang out at the sidebar drinking aquavit straight
Till the cows come home, I dare to opine
Be carpenter! Tie the curtain with
A smaller curtain, it might grow
To be a full curtain or
Don’t tie it, whaddo I care?
Getting down to brass tacks on an ocean
Of dinosaurs in haystacks: almost never
Does a peninsula get surrounded
Like in an old famous western, by water
Hey ho nobody’s home
No meat, no drink, no money
Have I none, put your hands together
For the shoemaker’s quantum peninsula
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At ultima thule near uluru!
Do words actually have a meaning?
What does actually actually mean?
Can I possess a vision like an object, like
Shoes. These are my shoes, but are these my lack of
Shoes?
That is, is my shoelessness mine?
I am barefoot mean I am shoeless?
Is my soul also shoeless?
What does it mean for a soul to have no shoes?
Does it mean my soul lacks support?
I saw a sale on innersoles at a shoe store recently.
Maybe an inner sole is what my soul needs. We
Should ask the man on the street.
He says, I’ve got soul. Might he mean the
Other kind of soul?
Is there any solution to this conundrum?
Isn’t a solution an Aristotelian concept?
If we prefer Socrates, do we then not believe in
Solutions? All of western culture?
Did Aristotle do irreparable damage to us souls?
All of western culture?
I always thought of a soul as a giant communion
Wafer in the middle of your body. Is the soul the heart?
When I go to sleep, is that sleep my sleep
Or everybody’s who’s asleep at the time?
As if sleep were a world, always there, you entered into,
Like the dream world. Was that my dream then?
Scram, get outta my face! Did the mail come?
Will you get the mail?
Is having shoes red & not having shoes green?
Alec Baldwin looks a lot like Alec Baldwin
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DOSSI R

The Short Poem
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Bernadette Mayer

i am a common merganzer
i look rakish
or like a hippie duck
i float by on the kinderhook creek
jauntily not noticing you
yes, i have a Ph.D.
i know everything
about you name it
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James Schuyler

Short Poem
Six a.m.: I’ve
written my diary
and I’ve written
a poem: I think
I’ve about had it
for today. As Baby
Lizzie used to say,
“Backa bed now.”

November 7, 1984
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Miss Blank
At home she lives happily
on yoghurt, Diet-Pepsi and
the occasional celery stalk.
But take her out to dinner
and, Boy, can she eat!

November 13, 1984
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Ron Padgett

Clap Trap
When at fifteen or so I first read
the Zen koan about the sound
of one hand clapping, I saw a hand
clapping the empty air in silence.
Thirty-four years later I said
“But the idea of clapping predicates
two objects,” but it was too late:
to the joy of one hand clapping is
now added the joy of being tricked into
thinking that one hand could clap.
And the other hand?
What other hand?
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Lynn McClaskey
She
and you,
age 13,
moved
around in
shoes to
music.
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Shanna Compton

Q Platform
Barelegged illusion
spring in Brooklyn
even the dripping subway
glistens freshly
two levels below
the painted 80s
powder blue
eyeshadow sky
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Mary Ann Samyn

In Answer to Your Burning Question
It was a minor panic, thanks. It was a mirror
over the fireplace and I watched us.
It was the one a.m. train; I know because
I’m lonely. It was the usual awkwardness,
you claimed, though I’m not sure, really.
Rain in the air. And then, rain.
And snow back home; the map proves it.
Six a.m.: ok, if you want. We’ll walk
in the dark. Or, stay here, also in the dark.
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That’s One Way to Think of It
It’s easy to dote on a son; a man is another story.
I stop in the garden alcove where a famous actress once sat.
No one has it easy in love.
In an earlier era I’d still be married.
The body gets a little sick to remind me.
Speak up why don’t you.
The bougainvillea is paper-thin on purpose; ornamental by design.
Do I look like I can’t take care of myself?
I’m imagining a dress with tiny gold beads—hundreds—at the waist.
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Elise Cowen
from Elise Cowen: Poems and Fragments

I don’t want to make your poem out of dead jonquils & stored crocus
bulbs that may never bloom again but the shocks of memories that will live again.
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Dream
—24 Mar
Can’t remember all of it.
Air very clear. I am with Mommy &
Daddy. They are taking me to a doctor
as I am sick, neurotic. They are
disgusted with me, tired, throughout
the dream, especially Daddy as in
real (?) life. After talking to the doctor
whose face I don’t remember, he, the
doctor, sits on a bed & strips a
bandage from his long leg showing
a drying gash.
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Dear God of the bent trees of Fifth Avenue
Only pour my willful dust up your veins
And I’ll pound through your belly-flat worlds
In praise of small agonies
Suck sea monsters off Tierra del Fuego
Fuck your only begotten cobalt dream
To filter golden pleasure through your apple-glutted heaven
Filter through the uncircumcized sin of my heart.
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Heavy-bellied with hero
Sandwiches
Soft veal pieces, soft pepper dulled red and
green and plenty of bread
No thwack to the tongue
Just pleasure of comfortable chewing, full face
Solid in the middle of Eddie’s Hero Sandwiches
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The body is a humble thing
Made of death & water
The fashion is to dress it plain
And use the mind for border
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Emily,
Come summer
You’ll take off your
jeweled bees
Which sting me
I’ll strip my stinking
jeans
Hand in hand
We’ll run outside
Look straight at
the sun
A second time
And get tan.
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Old Dreams
I walk weeping
In and out among the dead bodies of the dead men
Walk weeping among the green soldiers on the grass plain
Threading through the dead
Alone
Weeping
I woke weeping
Alone
In black park of bed.
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Under the dismal onion
Blind dreams in a green room
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Enough of this flabby cock
in my head
I’ll find the cat who’s got
my tongue
And spit it out
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The sound now in the street is the echo of a long
horn ringing my ears
My belly gurgles at the knife line
Embracing
Meat, meat
To fuck, to eat
Grind the sleeping homes between my teeth
Love turned bread
Crumbs in the bed
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The Time Clock
Stamps 9:00 on the finger that stroked a cunt last night
Stamps 9:00 over the most important words of the book you were reading
Stamps 9:00 on both your eyeballs
Stamps 9:00 on your new shoes
Stamps 9:00 through your secret thought
Stamps 9:00 on your back where everyone sees it but you
Stamps 9:00 big & black over all the windows
Stamps 9:00 language into your tongue
Stamps 9:00 on your Being & ties off its vitals
Stamps 9:00 on your lips with a nasty metal kiss
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In the
icebox
one egg
a little light one
Beans too salty
to eat
& empty plastic bags
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At the acting class
The perfect paper daffodil
Upstages us all.
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Death, I’m coming
wait for me.
I know you’ll be
at the subway station
loaded with galoshes, raincoat, umbrella, babushka
and your single simple answer
to every meaning.
Incorruptible institution,
Thoughtful killjoy of fingerprints
Listen to what she said
“There’s a passage through the white cabbages.”
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Jeanne Marie Beaumont

Our Omen
After we’d pitched the tents, the grey sky darkened. A thin band
of yellow cut across it, straight like a hand-drawn line, that is,
wavering, not mechanically produced. How much I missed
my pencil, which had been burned as kindling! The line extended
north and south as far as human eyes could reach. It was, we
remarked, the coldest damn yellow any of us had ever seen.
And there were a lot of us there by then. Thousands. More.
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Sales Invoice
1950’s plastic baseball figures
christmas card sillouett 1920’s
pumpkin cutter
1964 barbie in tv book
lunch cloth
farmers livestock mkt
vintage pnk dustpan
photos    5@0.50

** All Sales are Final **
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Laura Kasischke

Binoculars
This bird on the other side
of my binoculars—the cold life-light
around its mind, which was never
meant to be seen this clearly by a human being.
Still standing, decades later, in
a corridor, crying, having run from the room unable
to watch my mother die:
So there she is instead for the rest of my life. This
bird (my husband says it is a flicker) pretending
not to be staring straight back into my eye.
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Andrew Hudgins

Broadcasting Winter Rye
In even, overlapping arcs,
seed flew from his fingertips
and rained across the field,
not for harvest, but to sprout
and be plowed under,
so his truck—corn, mostly—could flourish
on rot and nitrogen. Dead man,
dead man, dead man he was, when the green rye
cracked the frosted dirt
and no one, least of all me, turned it under.
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Rachel Zucker

Real Poem 7 (Happiness)
We’re all fucked up because in English
the phrase “to make someone happy”
suggests that’s possible.
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Real Poem 13 (Dream Poem)
Short. Memorizable.
Wins prize.
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Fish Dream
Pulling raw fillets of fish from my youngest son’s open mouth.
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Nicole Wilson

In the attic again
trying on rayon
clothes as our heads
tapped the eaves.
Jewel box embalmed
with sparkles told us
keep tickling, keep
your ornaments right.
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Kept in a canister
were starfruit cut
into the shapes
of their name.
Placing slices over
our eyes, we saw
summer first slick
then exquisite in the lake.
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Jan Bottiglieri

The Eye
I admire the eye, which inverts
the inverse, therefore righting.
It dilates. It sleeps. It peeps
through a pinhole at the horizon,
which is false, and which retreats
in response to the eye’s advances.
Its humors: like glass, like water.
The whipblack lashes.
Open, even behind its skin.
I want to be aperture, to let in.
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Casey Thayer

Tanka
I keep a crow heart,
tie my hair so tight, I hurt.
& him a hymn I
can’t help but sing. Oh my throat,
the dumb thing is thundering.
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Susan Cataldo

The Fast Food Restaurant
Consumed by my own fear and guilt
Because you rejected me, I forgot
I didn’t want you either.
*

*

You were right not to trust me.
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Jordan Stempleman

If & Only
I’m just a guy with adopted kid hands, book poo
under the nails. I am the father who doesn’t allow
their child to pray. I am one long shower after
another. I’ll have what the rash is nourishing.
I’ll be like, he’s all up in you, and then be like,
quiet for years, sitting there in my swimsuit that’s
damp and rough under my jean shorts or blue
sweatpants or however you imagine I’ll ever take it
off. I’m way out living the brute nowhere till then.
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Downtime
It will take another first line to really practice
what’s almost missing from this first line.
Under the blanket, the distant thud is what a toad
regrets it fell into. That the toad can now regret, means,
we now have a regretful toad. And all the night
knows is this: from a nearby tent, someone stays up
all night to fill out a job application for some new
dirty frustration. It takes issues: plant issues, mall
issues, cop-kissing issues, to slowly fall for the punk.
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Openings
Some people say there are large segments of Muslims
that are particularly boring. When I tell my husband,
Ross, it’s either the country music or me, he puts his head
down on the car horn, and I go on giving up my anonymity
by watching the street close in around us, the gangbangers rocking back and forth on their smoldering
porches. I was corrected by my sister the other day
when I called what was happening a homebirth,
and she said, some people are raised by their clerical errors.
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Jim Cory

so thanks
the 2 or 3 times I’ve seriously considered
suicide the thing that stopt me was
the thought of how satisfied that would make
people I hated
& I hated
them too much
to go thru w/it
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Scott Keeney

Death
Leaning forward
to wipe my ass,
I feel my dick
touch the toilet—
it will be like
this, only worse.
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Tim Dlugos

Bubbles
Bubbles
in a toothpaste tube
are always
fatal.

1972
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you dance with George
I had him, too
Pat, my sheets
still smell of you

1973
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What I Love
The Sunday Times
Steven Christopher Abbott
Rimming 17-year-old boys

1982
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Windy City
The simultaneous triumph
and agony in the cry
of a rat giving birth
in your dreadlocks.

1982
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P.R.
There are those
for whom it signals PARIS
REVIEW, not the slender
kid they fucked last night

1984
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Kathleen Ossip

Answer to a Kind but Impossible
Proposition
It is late. I will not fuck you.
I will buddy you
and fish with you in the moon’s milk.
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“Ah happy home . . .”
Ah happy home no one was prepared for!
No one was prepared for the happy home.
Never had we prepared to enter your
happy home no one was prepared for,
more sweetly than and as quickly as before,
the one we were always having to escape from.
Ewww, happy home no one was prepared for.
No one was prepared for the happy home!
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Larry Sawyer

So Toyota
Jen was so Toyota as I stood there on the balcony.
She handed me another beer and I was definitely Mercedes.
“I’m going back in a week,” she said, and gave me that Jaguar look.
“That’s terrific,” I managed, but flashed a Ford Escort.
Walking home under a Mitsubishi moon, I reflected on how
Honda our lives had become.
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Margot Pappas

Pink Rose:
you seem
weary, why
don’t you sleep
you had a big
week
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Discontinued Poem
pick up the aforementioned Slim Jims
peach Pudding Pops and Glamour
Diet Coke and Diet Coke, there they are
diaphanous pages
oil stained with Hawaiian Tropic
look through your Clearance Catalog
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Guillermo Filice Castro

New Stone Age
As if to swerve from extinction
those joggers
on the ground floor treadmills
could move the whole building
a là Flintstones car.
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Albert Goldbarth

Untitled
When she passed him he shivered
the way a glass of water on the sill would
when an el train thundered by.
		

*

Our secret feelings!
At night, in the dark of the drawer, the silverware
huddle like a school of sardines.
		

*

Good morning. How far did your sleep go
this time, following the map
of veins on the inside of your skin?
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Untitled
A moan from farther off—the greenery is thick,
but not enough to muffle this—sounds all
too human, although whether pleasure
or distress I can’t determine without a visual.
Meanwhile, the war. Meanwhile, a violent geyser
of ammonia on one of Jupiter’s moons, a hundred miles
tall. So much “meanwhile”! The marriage,
the drug cartel, the feathers daubed onto a cowrie-shell mask.
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Two Forms
you drink the water
and then you suck on the ice
		

*

you love the woman
and then you enter the flowering April day
		

*

you scream in grief at the funeral
and then you do karaoke that night
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American Koan
one motel
another motel
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Speakingsong
“Banana oil,” she said in disgust, and also “baloney.”
“Jeez, Louise”—impatience mixed with peevishness.
“Don’t hand me that malarkey, bubba.” O, I was born
in America, and I speak the American lingo.
Of course. The tree speaks Tree. The wind speaks Wind.
The silken bedclothes whisper.
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Untitled
“Look—.” In the curiosa shop.
My sister is holding a fossil,
a great rough flake of fawn-brown rock
with the zipper print of a fish
held permanently in it.
I take a picture of her.
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The Answering Machine
clicks on—we hear your taped hello
from three months back
when everything sounded so easy.
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Richard Fox

The Sprung Metronome
of honey-colored
wood: the brass key that
wound its one faulty
hand: 1 followed by
1, & by one 1.
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Tara Betts

One that got away
after Lorine Niedecker

What a man!—hooks girls like a fish,
clamps as he hooks, prefers raw silk, but childish,
easy, dowried or working women his prey.
He covets the necklace on his wife’s collarbone.
He’d sell tap water, he’d sell your lips pickled in sorrow.
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Gregory Booker

Confessional Mode
At the Smith College Special Collections Library you stole a petal
from the flower Sylvia Plath had pressed from her corsage the night of her prom.
We sat up on the bed one night in our Las Vegas high rise
examining it.
15 years later I study your own prom pictures
which were left in my closet when you disappeared.
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Jo McDougall

Style
It’s toe cleavage,
tiny buttons up the back
of black suede boots,
stockings with seams.
It’s about sex. It’s always been.
Lace corsets that lace,
charmeuse,
stiletto heels on polished floors
calling all callers.
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Snow
Nothing can stop it,
not even the 9 a.m. train
rattling through each flake
into the silence
that fits to snow
like a river to a swan.
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Child
She is dead. I remain.
I’m her mother. I must be to blame.
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MRB Chelko
from The World After Czeslaw Milosz

Father’s Incantations
You are great. Small, but great.
Whether you were once perfect,
no one remembers.
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Guy Rotella

To Pray
Unrequited repetition’s hard.
The salt sea sentries,
though there’s nothing to guard.
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Charles Jensen

Planned Community
The coyote’s voice plateaus, siren-like, setting off the neighborhood dogs like a
long chain of car alarms.
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Take It With You
In ancient times, the dead carried
two coins into the Underworld.
Two coins clicking like dentures
in an otherwise empty pocket.
No one asked what the ferryman did with all
that cash, emptying his wallet before bed:
clink, clink, clink. Each coin’s terse rimshot
making flamenco from the fugue of some sap’s demise:
a one-way ticket across the river to where
there was nothing the dead could buy.
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Aaron Belz

Pride
Get off your high horse
if only to figure out
where it scored the weed.
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Palindrome In Which Maiih Introduces
Herself
Hi, I am Maiih.
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My Last Duchess
That’s my last duchess painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive. She’s not.
She was too flirtatious, so I had her killed.
Now I want to marry your master’s daughter.
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Craig Cotter

Green
Did you ever
get the list of whores
in your green book
all simultaneously mad at you?
They all call each other
on the whore partyline.
Boy then you know you’re spiraling.
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KJ
white socks
bikini briefs
24-year-old virgin
cock small slender
5 inches
bent down
so many people we could love
we can’t remember
you’re on the bottom as we kiss
swallow the double load
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Mike Topp

Facebook Haiku
17 people like this
white chrysanthemum
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Poem
Reading about Buddhism
always makes me angry.
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An Interview with Kathy Acker
Q. Do you brush after every meal?
A. Fuck you.
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Jeremy Halinen

He Sees
Oasis or mirage: wouldn’t you like
to know. It’s his secret, your hand
in his, what it means. In your heart
the hook feels barbed, which doesn’t
mean he meant to catch you, but that
you can’t let go.
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Suzanne Buffam

On Aging Gracefully
Fill a bathtub with dirt.
Turn off the lights and climb in.
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On Wind Chimes
How quickly they infect you
With their hatred of the wind.
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On Self-Love
A fire can’t feel its own heat.
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On Faith
All possible universes exist.
The one we believe in
Will be the one we discover.
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On My Books
Into each life
A little rain must fall
But let it not
Fall on my books.
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Elizabeth Savage

You, Understood
Provocative partner
where there is urgency
there will be utterance
laying its long cloak
over a puddling image
so I may step
imperatively
into you
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Parenthesis
Spare organ in a useful body
Inked for extraction
but the surgeon
never arrives
Oh heart
of tinted glass
Do you want me to pretend I don’t see you?
Do you want me to wave back?
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Passive Voice
Echo drifting
in your little rhinestone
womb
vacillator
Touch the precious
Tag the anonymous
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D.A. Powell

A Brief History Of Internment
Hence the wild daikon.
We’ve made the landscape mean here.
And then we put down roots.
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Patrick Culliton

Shine
Birds drop, fish rise
and pines scream
like Japanese candy
on red cloth with
how the moon sponges them.
I know the bus
windows are tinted but smile
still at the walkers.
It lifts them into where
snow looks washed newspaper.
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from My Book Report on the Afterlife
Smelling books in the Christian
Science Reading Room rummage sale
until your mom finds forks enough
for the longest flavor of the year,
Paul Simon in a Longaberger
basket will haunt you.
You swim, then you sleep like ashes.
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Drank some paint thinner once,
took a ride to 7-Up heaven.
I got the hospital’s best crib. Had
this demented frog mirror.
After somersaulting in another human
being’s stomach should I be
surprised by congenital letdown?
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Jeff Tigchelaar

The Neighbors Are Trying
Or so my wife tells me.
You know: trying.
For child number three.
Well, we’ve never
heard them trying, I replied. (We share
a symmetrical duplex, the neighbors and us.
Master bedrooms abut.)
But,
I added, that’s probably because
they’re trying.
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A Truth; or, A Rut (Berryman Erasure:
Dream Song 18)
We saw not,
or a lot. A rose.
Sod. But not
her, hid.
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Joseph Massey

Wait
Inside
a power line’s
slack
center, the
afternoon
moon, half
full, is a
dent.
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June
Dangled above
the traffic’s rasp:
a contrail
a crow
a nail gun’s echo.
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On a False Spring
The names
we don’t
remember, how
they flower—
smeared along the field’s
edge—
beyond our
mouths.
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Sunday
Old news—after a storm—
torn apart between two lawns.
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Untitled
White sun sunk
gray as memory,
as yesterday’s
errors
lose voice,
as a word
is erased
into the blank
space
that bore it.
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Robert Creeley

One Day
One day after another—
perfect.
They all fit.
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Elaine Equi

Caught in a Downpour
If I open my mouth, I might drown.
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The Honeycomb Of Sleep
I sleep, you sleep, we all sleep.
In every cell,
we try to speak
but fall quickly
back to sleep
between sentences.
Throughout the hive,
one hears only
the busy signal of zzzzz’s
doing their anti-work.
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CONTRIBUTORS
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Because of our dossier, we asked our contributors to answer
the following: How many lines is the shortest poem you’ve ever
published? Its title?

Listed below are some of our favorites:
Guillermo Filice Castro: “The shortest poem I ever published was titled ‘Ship of
Fools,’ dedicated to an ex-landlord: ‘We’re in the same boat, you say. / But you hold
first class tickets.’”
Jim Cory: “The shortest poem I have ever published consisted of one line and a
title. The poem was found on the wall of a men’s room somewhere. The title was
a phone number, and the text read: ‘tight ass.’”
Craig Cotter: “I spent a year studying James Wright’s collected poems recently,
and discovered his poem that is shorter than a one-line poem. It is a poem with
only a title: ‘In Memory of the Horse David, / Who Ate One of My Poems.’ This
very much excited me—so the shortest poem I’ve ever published does not contain
a single line, only a title: ‘10 Stanza Poem Edited by 10 Friends.’ It came about
when I was showing friends a ten-stanza poem, and they were all saying, ‘This is
a great poem, just cut this stanza.’ And they each wanted a different stanza out.
You have a realization sometime in your poetry life that if you listen to the wrong
advice you can destroy your work.”
Elaine Equi: “The winner of my shortest poem ever published is only six words.
It’s called ‘Flute Girl’ and is a fun fact I read in a book about everyday life in
ancient Greece and Rome:
Flute Girl
Every symposium needs at least one.”
Amy Gerstler: “In third grade I had my first poem published, which was 2 lines
long. Here ’tis in its entirety:
Hiccups
Hiccups, hiccups, up they perk.
I would like to know where they lurk.”
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Andrew Hudgins: “The shortest poems I published were probably some haiku
that were published forty years ago in Haiku Highlights and Haiku East, after being
thoroughly rewritten by the editors. I said yes, because at twenty it was cool to
have anything published, even if the name of one of the journals was disturbingly
close to the magazine I read as a child in dentists’ offices. About fifteen years
ago, under the influence of Byron’s Don Juan and a re-reading of J.V. Cunningham,
I made an attempt at epigrams, which I am not gifted at, but I’m pleased that I
anticipated the most pointless problem of the Clinton administration with an
epigram addressed to Al Gore: ‘On the ship of state, salute the skipper, / but don’t
leave him alone with Tipper.’”
Mike Topp:
Disappointment
6’5”
4”
Rachel Zucker: “The shortest poem (other than these) that I’ve published was
also the first poem I ever published. It was a haiku called ‘Letter to Bosnia’ for my
friend Tom Shakow. I was deeply disappointed when the journal (Amelia) arrived
and my poem wasn’t listed in the table of contents and wasn’t printed anywhere
in the journal. I thought it was really mean-spirited of the editors to send me a
contributor’s copy without my poem and threw the journal on the ground. Only
then did I see that my poem had been printed on the back cover in silver ink
against a gray background.”
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Jeanne Marie Beaumont’s most recent book is Burning of the Three Fires (BOA,
2010). Other recent work has appeared in Saranac Review, Spoon River Poetry
Review, and online at Caliban and POOL. She teaches at the 92nd Street Y in New
York and in the Stonecoast MFA program.
Aaron Belz has published two books, most recently Lovely, Raspberry (Persea,
2010). He lives in Arcadia, California.
Erica Bernheim’s first full-length book, The Mimic Sea, is forthcoming from 42
Miles Press in Fall 2012. She directs the creative writing program at Florida
Southern College.
Tara Betts is the author of Arc & Hue. Her work has appeared in Ninth Letter, Crab
Orchard Review, PMS poemmemoirstory, and several anthologies.
Jan Bottiglieri is a freelance writer and an associate editor for RHINO. Her work
has appeared in Margie, Apercus Quarterly, Cloudbank, After Hours, and elsewhere.
She has an MFA in Poetry from Pacific University and lives in Schaumburg,
Illinois, where visitors enjoy plenty of free parking.
Melissa Broder is the author of the poetry collections Meat Heart (forthcoming in
2012 from Publishing Genius) and When You Say One Thing But Mean Your Mother
(Ampersand). Poems appear in Guernica, Redivider, Barrelhouse, The Collagist,
among others. She edits La Petite Zine.
Gregory Brooker lives in Los Angeles where he works as a filmmaker and
sometimes updates his blog Micro Poetics. Other poems of his have appeared in
Verse, Denver Quarterly, LIT, and The Iowa Review.
Suzanne Buffam is the author of two collections of poetry: The Irrationalist,
shortlisted for the 2011 Griffin Poetry Prize, and Past Imperfect, winner of Canada’s
Gerald Lampert Award for best first collection published in 2005. She teaches
creative writing at the University of Chicago.
Guillermo Filice Castro is the author of two chapbooks, Cry Me a Lorca and Toy
Storm. His poems appear in Court Green 7, Assaracus, Barrow Street, The Bellevue
Literary Review, The Brooklyn Rail, Ducts, among others.
Susan Cataldo was born in the Bronx, New York City, on September 15, 1952
and died there on April 25, 2001 of cancer, having spent most of her intervening
adult years living in Manhattan’s East Village. In the late seventies she began
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her close involvement with the Poetry Project at St. Mark’s Church, where she
first participated in workshops and later taught. Besides three books of poems
published by Telephone Books (Brooklyn-Queens Day, The Mother Journal, and
drenched), her poems have appeared in numerous poetry publications as well as in
the anthology Out of This World.
MRB Chelko is Assistant Editor of Tuesday; An Art Project. She has work in current
or forthcoming issues of Indiana Review; Washington Square; Forklift, Ohio; Loaded
Bicycle; POOL; and others.
James Cihlar is the author of Undoing (Little Pear Press, 2008) and Metaphysical
Bailout (Pudding House Press, 2010). His writing appears in Prairie Schooner,
The Awl, Lambda Literary Review, Smartish Pace, Mary, Rhino, and Forklift, Ohio.
The Fiction/Nonfiction Editor for Etruscan Press, he teaches at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis and Macalester College in St. Paul.
Shanna Compton’s books include For Girls & Others (Bloof, 2008), Down Spooky
(Winnow, 2005), and Gamers (Soft Skull, 2004), as well as several chapbooks. Her
poems and essays have appeared in several anthologies, including The Best American
Poetry, and dozens of journals. Recent work is forthcoming in Eoagh, Ducts, West
Wind Review, and Women’s Studies Quarterly. Her third poetry collection will be
published by Bloof Books in fall 2011.
Jim Cory’s poems appear in recent issues of 5 AM, Apiary, Burp, Lungfull!, and
unarmed journal. Rain Mountain Press published his chapbook, No Brainer
Variations, in 2011. He lives in Philadelphia.
Craig Cotter was born in 1960 in New York and has lived in California since 1986.
His third collection of poetry, Chopstix Numbers, is available from Ahsahta Press.
Elise Cowen’s (1933-1962) poems appeared posthumously in City Lights Journal, El
Corno Emplumado, Fuck You: A Magazine of the Arts, The Ladder, Things, and in the
anthologies Women of the Beat Generation (ed. Brenda Knight) and A Different Beat
(ed. Richard Peabody). A collection of work from her only surviving notebook,
Elise Cowen: Poems and Fragments, edited by Tony Trigilio, is forthcoming in 2014
from Ahsahta Press.
Robert Creeley (1926-2005) published more than sixty books of poetry, prose,
essays, and interviews. The recipient of numerous awards, he was a member of the
American Academy of Arts and Letters and Distinguished Professor in the Graduate
Program in Literary Arts at Brown University.
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Patrick Culliton is a small blue sock from Ohio.
Stephen Danos earned an MFA in Poetry from Columbia College Chicago. His
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Forklift, Ohio; Lo-Ball; Bateau; Phantom
Limb; and others.
Poems by Christopher Davis appear in Denver Quarterly, Hotel Amerika, American
Literary Review, dislocate, Phatitude, and in the anthology Divining Divas. He is
working on a fourth collection of poetry, tentatively titled Rite.
Tim Dlugos (1950-1990) was a prominent younger poet who was active in both
the Mass Transit poetry scene in Washington, D.C., in the early 1970s and New
York’s downtown literary scene in the late seventies and eighties. He died of AIDS
on December 3, 1990, at the age of forty. A Fast Life: The Collected Poems of Tim
Dlugos, edited by David Trinidad, was published by Nightboat Books in 2011. His
other books include Je Suis Ein Americano (Little Caesar Press, 1979), Entre Nous
(Little Caesar, 1982), and Strong Place (Amethyst Press, 1992).
Elaine Equi is the author of many books, including Ripple Effect: New & Selected
Poems and most recently Click and Clone, from Coffee House Press. She teaches
at New York University and in the MFA programs at The New School and City
College of New York.
Graham Foust lives in Oakland and works at Saint Mary’s College of California.
His latest book is A Mouth in California (Flood Editions, 2009). With Samuel
Frederick, he is currently translating the last two books of the late German poet
Ernst Meister.
Richard Fox is the author of a collection of poetry titled Swagger & Remorse, and
has contributed work to many literary journals. He was the recipient of a poetry
fellowship from the Illinois Arts Council. He holds a BFA in Photography from
Tyler School of Art, Philadelphia, and lives in Chicago.
Amy Gerstler is a writer living in Los Angeles. Her most recent book of poems is
Dearest Creature (Penguin).
Albert Goldbarth was born and raised in Chicago, and has been in exile in
Wichita, Kansas, since 1988. He has been publishing notable books of poetry for
nearly thirty years, and his current collection is Everyday People (Graywolf Press).
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Benjamin S. Grossberg is an associate professor of English at The University of
Hartford. His books are Sweet Core Orchard (University of Tampa, 2009), winner
of the 2008 Tampa Review Prize and a Lambda Literary Award, and Underwater
Lengths in a Single Breath (Ashland Poetry Press, 2007).
Jeremy Halinen is co-founder and editor-at-large of Knockout Literary Magazine.
What Other Choice, his first full-length collection of poems, won the 2010 Exquisite
Disarray First Book Poetry Contest. His poems have also appeared in Best Gay
Poetry 2008, Crab Creek Review, The Los Angeles Review, Poet Lore, Sentence, and
elsewhere.
Andrew Hudgins teaches at Ohio State University. His most recent books are
Diary of a Poem (University of Michigan Press, 2011), American Rendering: New
and Selected Poems (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2010), Shut Up, You’re Fine (The
Overlook Press, 2009), and James Agee: Selected Poems (Library of America, 2008).
Charles Jensen is the author of The First Risk (Lethe Press 2009). His poems
have appeared in Bloom, The Journal, New England Review, Prairie Schooner, and
others. He serves on the Emerging Leader Council of Americans for the Arts.
Laura Kasischke has published eight collections of poetry, most recently Space, in
Chains (Copper Canyon Press). She lives with her family in Chelsea, Michigan.
Vincent Katz is the author of eleven books of poetry and two books of translation.
His most recent book is Alcuni Telefonini, a collaboration with Francesco
Clemente, published by Granary Books. He lives in New York City.
Scott Keeney is the author of Sappho Does Hay(na)ku (Sephyrus, 2008).
Daniel Khalastchi is the author of Manoleria (Tupelo Press, 2011) and his poems
have recently appeared or are forthcoming in a variety of journals including MAKE
Magazine; 1913: A Journal of Forms; jubilat; Forklift, Ohio; and iO: A Journal of New
American Poetry. He is a co-founder/editor of Rescue Press, and he admits (freely)
that he rarely writes short poems likely because his speakers (like himself) are
predisposed to talking incessantly. Daniel currently lives in Iowa City where he
is the Assistant Director of the University of Iowa’s Undergraduate Certificate in
Writing Program.
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John Koethe’s most recent book, Ninety-Fifth Street (HarperCollins), received
the Lenore Marshall Prize from the Academy of American Poets, and last year
he received a Literature Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
In 2010 he was the Bain-Swiggett Professor of Poetry at Princeton, and he is
Distinguished Professor of Philosophy Emeritus at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee.
Joanne Kyger, a native Californian, is the author of more than twenty-five books.
Her collected, About Now, is published by the National Poetry Foundation. Most
recently published in 2009 by Voices from the American Land is Lo & Behold:
Household and Threshold on California’s North Coast.
Evan Lavender-Smith is the author of From Old Notebooks and Avatar. He is a
visiting assistant professor at New Mexico State University.
Dolly Lemke lives and works in Chicago. Her poems are published or
forthcoming in wicked alice, The Best American Poetry 2010, Horse Less Review,
Super Arrow, and Mad Hatters’ Review.
Todd McCarty’s poems have been published in such journals as 580 Split, Bombay
Gin, and Columbia Poetry Review. He holds an MFA in Poetry from Columbia
College Chicago, where he served as an editorial assistant for Court Green.
Jo McDougall, an Arkansas native, lives in Kansas City. She has published
five books of poetry and a memoir, Daddy’s Money: a Memoir of Farm and Family
(University of Arkansas Press, 2011).
Bo McGuire currently unleashes his inner Scarlett O’Hara in New York City,
where he is attending the film program at NYU. He hails from Hokes Bluff,
Alabama, and believes in the eternal spirit of Dolly Parton. He misses his Nanny.
Joseph Massey is the author of two full-length collections of poetry, Areas of Fog
(Shearsman Books, 2009) and At the Point (Shearsman, 2011). He lives in Arcata,
California.
Bernadette Mayer’s many books include Poetry State Forest, Scarlet Tanager, The
Desires of Mothers to Please Others in Letters, and Midwinter Day. She lives in East
Nassau, New York.
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Maggie Nelson is the author of numerous works of poetry and prose, most
recently The Art of Cruelty: A Reckoning (Norton, 2011) and Bluets (Wave Books,
2009). She currently teaches at CalArts and lives in Los Angeles.
Kathleen Ossip is the author of The Cold War; The Search Engine, which won the
APR/Honickman First Book Prize; and Cinephrastics, a chapbook of movie poems.
She teaches at The New School, where she was a co-founder of LIT, and she’s the
poetry editor of Women’s Studies Quarterly.
Ron Padgett’s poetry books include How Long, How to Be Perfect, You Never Know,
Great Balls of Fire, and New & Selected Poems. His recent translations include
Valery Larbaud’s Poems of A. O. Barnabooth (with Bill Zavatsky) and Flash Cards by
Yu Jian (with Wang Ping). For more information, go to www.ronpadgett.com.
Margot Pappas lives in Gloucester, Massachusetts. Her poems have previously
appeared in Tuesday; An Art Project and Court Green.
D.A. Powell’s books include Cocktails (Graywolf, 2004) and Chronic (Graywolf,
2009), both of which were finalists for the National Book Critics Circle Award.
He lives in San Francisco.
Guy Rotella teaches at Northeastern University in Boston. His most recent book
is Castings, on monuments and monumentality in contemporary poetry.
Lee Ann Roripaugh is the author of three volumes of poetry: On the Cusp of
a Dangerous Year (Southern Illinois University Press, 2009), Year of the Snake
(Southern Illinois University Press, 2004), and Beyond Heart Mountain (Penguin,
1999). She is a Professor of English at The University of South Dakota, where
she serves as the Director of Creative Writing and Editor-in-Chief of South Dakota
Review.
Mary Ann Samyn’s most recent books include Beauty Breaks In (New Issues,
2009) and The Boom of a Small Cannon (Dancing Girl Press, 2010). She teaches in
the MFA program at West Virginia University.
Elizabeth Savage is Professor of English at Fairmont State University, where she
serves as poetry editor for Kestrel: A Journal of Literature & Art. She has a chapbook,
Jane & Paige or Sister Goose, published by Furniture Press in 2011.
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Larry Sawyer curates the Myopic Poetry Series and edits www.milkmag.org in
Chicago. His first book, Unable to Fully California, is available on lulu.com.
Maxine Scates is the author of Undone, (New Issues, 2011) and two other books
of poetry, Black Loam and Toluca Street. She is also co-editor, with David Trinidad,
of Holding Our Own: The Selected Poems of Ann Stanford. She lives in Eugene,
Oregon.
James Schuyler (1923-1991) was a central figure in the New York School, along
with poets John Ashbery, Frank O’Hara, Kenneth Koch, and Barbara Guest. He
received the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1981 for his collection The Morning of the
Poem. His Collected Poems was published in 1993, and Other Flowers: Uncollected
Poems in 2010. Despite the appearance of Other Flowers, some uncollected and
previously unpublished Schuyler poems have yet to be compiled. Eleven of the
poems in this issue of Court Green were found by David Trinidad in the James
Schuyler Papers at the Mandeville Special Collections Library at University of
California, San Diego; three of the poems were provided by Schuyler biographer
Nathan Kernan.
Sandra Simonds is the author of Mother Was a Tragic Girl (Cleveland State
University Poetry Center, 2012) and Warsaw Bikini (Bloof Books, 2009). She lives
in Tallahassee, Florida.
Aaron Smith is the author of Blue on Blue Ground, winner of the 2004 Agnes
Lynch Starrett Prize. His most recent chapbook is Men in Groups (Winged City
Press, 2011). The University of Pittsburgh Press will publish is new book, Appetite,
in Fall 2012.
Jordan Stempleman’s most recent collections of poetry are Doubled Ove
(BlazeVOX Books, 2009) and No, Not Today (Magic Helicopter Press, 2012). He
is the co-editor of The Continental Review with Nicholas Manning, teaches writing
and literature at the Kansas City Art Institute, and curates A Common Sense
Reading Series.
Shannon Tharp grew up in Wyoming, spent several years in Iowa, and currently
lives in Seattle, Washington. She is the author of The Cost of Walking (Skysill Press,
2011) and Vertigo in Spring (Cultural Society, forthcoming 2012).
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Casey Thayer received an MFA from Northern Michigan University and has
published poems in The American Poetry Review, Devil’s Lake, Ninth Letter, and
elsewhere. Currently, he is an assistant professor of English at the University of
Wisconsin-Rock County.
Jeff Tigchelaar’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Redactions, Tar River
Poetry, Verse Daily, Best New Poets 2011, Hunger Mountain, Harpur Palate, Natural
Bridge, and Margie. His work has received a Langston Hughes Creative Writing
Award and a fellowship from the Ohio Arts Council.
Mike Topp was born in Washington, D.C. He is currently living in New York City
unless he has died or moved. His most recent book, Sasquatch Stories, is available
from Publishing Genius.
Steven Toussaint currently lives in Christchurch, New Zealand.
Nick Twemlow’s first book, Palm Trees, will be published in fall of 2012. He coedits Canarium Books and makes films, which have played SXSW, Slamdance,
Tribeca, and other festivals. He is a recent recipient of an award from the Princess
Grace Foundation.
Nicole Wilson lives in Chicago, where she co-curates a reading series and
works at Columbia College. Her poems can be found in, among others, Emprise
Review, Rabbit Light Movies, Horse Less Review, Versal, Columbia Poetry Review, and
RealPoetik.
Rachel Zucker’s fourth and most recent book of poems is Museum of Accidents.
With poet Arielle Greenberg she co-edited two anthologies and recently co-wrote
Home/Birth: a poemic, a hybrid genre book about birth, friendship, and feminism.
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Call for Submissions
Court Green 10
2013
Dossier: Sex
Each issue of Court Green includes a dossier on a special topic or theme. The
theme for our tenth issue will be Sex. All styles and subjects are welcome.
Submissions for the regular and dossier (Sex) sections can be sent during our
submission period, March 1 through June 30, 2012 to: Editors, Court Green,
Department of English, Columbia College Chicago, 600 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605. Email submissions are not accepted. Complete submission
guidelines can be viewed on our website at: http://www.colum.edu/courtgreen/
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